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Abstract

Capturing high dimensional complex ensembles of data is becoming commonplace

in a variety of application areas. Some examples include biological studies exploring

relationships between genetic mutations and diseases, atmospheric and spatial data,

and internet usage and online behavioral data. These large complex data present

many challenges in their modeling and statistical analysis. Motivated by high di-

mensional data applications, in this thesis, we focus on building scalable Bayesian

nonparametric regression algorithms and on developing models for joint distributions

of complex object ensembles.

We begin with a scalable method for Gaussian process regression, a commonly

used tool for nonparametric regression, prediction and spatial modeling. A very

common bottleneck for large data sets is the need for repeated inversions of a big

covariance matrix, which is required for likelihood evaluation and inference. Such

inversion can be practically infeasible and even if implemented, highly numerically

unstable. We propose an algorithm utilizing random projection ideas to construct

flexible, computationally efficient and easy to implement approaches for generic sce-

narios. We then further improve the algorithm incorporating some structure and

blocking ideas in our random projections and demonstrate their applicability in other

contexts requiring inversion of large covariance matrices. We show theoretical guar-

antees for performance as well as substantial improvements over existing methods

with simulated and real data. A by product of the work is that we discover hitherto
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unknown equivalences between approaches in machine learning, random linear alge-

bra and Bayesian statistics. We finally connect random projection methods for large

dimensional predictors and large sample size under a unifying theoretical framework.

The other focus of this thesis is joint modeling of complex ensembles of data from

different domains. This goes beyond traditional relational modeling of ensembles of

one type of data and relies on probability mixing measures over tensors. These

models have added flexibility over some existing product mixture model approaches

in letting each component of the ensemble have its own dependent cluster structure.

We further investigate the question of measuring dependence between variables of

different types and propose a very general novel scaled measure based on divergences

between the joint and marginal distributions of the objects. Once again, we show

excellent performance in both simulated and real data scenarios.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

We are living in a world that is seeing a deluge of information in almost all scientific

disciplines, comprising of data of enormous sizes and complex types . In cancer-

genome studies, next generation sequencing is becoming commonplace, with ever

decreasing costs and increasing accuracy of sequencing tissues and identifying muta-

tions, along with collection of other genetic information, like copy number variation

and patient demographics. In the internet domain, we are enable to capture enor-

mous amounts of information regarding peoples’ online usage and preferences, from

their social networks, shopping patterns, history of webpages visited, among a host

of other things. In atmospheric and environmental studies, we are presented with

emissions information from very large numbers of monitoring stations placed at dense

sets of locations. In astrophysical studies, we try to predict red shifts and galactic

movements with information from sky surveys, which involve several gigabytes of

data, an example being the Sloan Sky Digital Survey (Stoughton et al., 2007). The

sources of large and complex data in modern scientific applications is endless.

These large data present exciting statistical modeling opportunities, while also
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having their share of problems for storage and analysis. Traditionally statistical

learning algorithms have focused on inference based on small samples and studying

the properties of these inference procedures as the sample sizes nÑ 8. Traditional

statistical procedures also typically focus on probabilistic models for one kind of

data. With the enormous amount of data being available in many disciplines, the fo-

cus of modern learning algorithms has shifted more towards discovering latent lower

dimensional structures in very large data sizes for meaningful and practicable infer-

ence strategies. While large data facilitate flexible estimation and complex models,

an important concern is to make these flexible but often computationally intensive

methods scale up to the enormous sizes of these data. Another important consid-

eration is flexible borrowing of information across different data types, as opposed

traditional modeling of one type of data. In this thesis I focus on these two questions:

• strategies for scalable and flexible learning for very large data, while accounting

for prior information, and,

• jointly modeling for complex ensembles of data, allowing for differences within

and between data types.

1.2 Background, organization and literature review

Broadly, this thesis can be broadly divided as solving two kinds of problems - the first

part concerned with scalable methods for nonparametric regression, comprising of

chapters 2, 3 and second part dealing with modeling of joint distributions of objects,

comprising chapter 4. Finally, in chapter 5, we describe a cancer-genomic study,

which requires methods for both the kinds of problems discussed previously. I now

provide some background and relevant literature review for what follows in the thesis.

One of the most common tools of statistics is linear regression (Draper et al.,

1966). Modern methods have focused on more flexible forms of regression, making

2



the shape of predictors in relation to the response as flexible as possible (Friedman

et al., 2001). In the simplest setting, the problem of nonparametric regression can

be represented as,

yi �
p̧

j�1

βjf jpxji q � εi, (1.1)

where yi is the response variable, possibly multivariate, βj are unknown regression

coefficients, f jp�q is the unknown function capturing the shape of the predictor xji in

relation to the response yi, εi is the error term, for i � 1, 2, . . . , n and j � 1, 2, . . . , p.

The downside of the more flexible modern regression methods is that they involve

substantially more complex computations for estimation of βj, f jp�q and prediction

and hence problems in scaling up to large data. In the aforementioned nonparametric

setting, we may envision three different scenarios for our large data, viz,

• When the number of observations, or the sample size, n is large, for example, in

data from the astrophysical study, Sloan Sky Digital Survey (Stoughton et al.,

2007), and our interest is in studying the effect on red-shift of galaxies, given

several other covariates. In this example we have billions of observations and

usual nonparametric methods do not scale up to such data sizes. The problem

is accentuated in Bayesian settings (Box and Tiao, 1973), which allows us

to make probability statements about the unknowns βj, f jp�q instead of just

point estimates and also enable incorporation of prior information, but will

involve likelihood evaluation involving the large data at every iteration of a

large number of iterations of a sampling algorithm.

• When the number of predictors p is large, possibly with p ¡¡ n. Traditional

statistical analysis has always held that the observed sample size n has to

be more than the number of predictors p for the unknown coefficients to be

estimated properly (Huber et al., 1996). In many modern applications this
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does not hold true, as an example, consider aforementioned cancer-genome

studies or gene-environment studies, where typically the number of mutations,

or polymorphisms (the predictors) are several orders larger than the number

of patients (sample size) from whom we have data. Many methods have been

proposed to circumvent the problems, some Bayesian methods being stochastic

search variable selection (George and McCulloch, 1996), factor models (West,

2003) and more recently, Bayesian sufficient dimension reduction (Tokdar et al.,

2010), Bayesian additive regression trees (Chipman et al., 2010), among a host

of others.

• When the number of observations n, as well as the number of predictors p are

both very large. This is an area that has come into recent focus and common

strategies are to use a mix of methods from the p ¡¡ n scenario and adjust

them to this scenario (Johnstone and Titterington, 2009). Examples of this

scenario include prediction in biological settings for sequences of images (the

individual image pixels being the response), microarray analysis, among others.

Large n settings settings in nonparametric regression are particularly troublesome

due to cumbersome likelihood evaluation and often necessary matrix inversions. The

majority of the focus in the literature in dealing with problems of the large data

scenarios is to assume an underlying accurate low dimensional representation and to

learn this low dimensional representation from the available data.

In the first part of this thesis, we focus instead on randomized projections of the

large data onto lower dimensions, instead of trying to explicitly learn about lower di-

mensional representations. We show that theoretically, under mild conditions, these

random lower dimensional projections are minimally different from the full repre-

sentations with high probability and empirically, they have excellent performance

and approximation accuracy. We consider several variants of this idea and present a

4



unifying theoretical set-up tying them up.

The idea for random lower dimensional projections comes from apparently unre-

lated ideas in the domain of signal processing, called compressive sensing (Donoho,

2006; Candès et al., 2006). Compressive sensing, (as well as related ideas of manifold

learning (Lee and Verleysen, 2007) and graph embedding (Gross and Tucker, 2001))

rely on the Johnson Lindenstrauss lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984), which

says that there exists a function, projecting vectors from a higher dimensional space

to a lower dimensional one, such that the distances between the vectors are almost

preserved. Later developments have shown that a wide variety of random matrices

preserve the Johnson Lindenstrauss property, in the sense of preserving norms. For

example, let x be a vector in Rn and Ω be an m � n random matrix satisfying the

conditions required for the Johnson Lindenstrauss lemma, then the euclidean norm,

}Ωx} is very close to the norm, }x} with high probability (we formalize these ideas in

more detail in the later chapters). Typical examples of such matrices Ω are matrices

whose entries are sampled independently from some continuous distribution with fast

decaying tails, like the standard normal distribution and appropriately scaled.

One of the main contributions of this thesis is to incorporate ideas from ap-

parently unrelated developments in compressive sensing in the context of Bayesian

nonparametric regression. Our scalable algorithms use several variants of Johnson

Lindenstrauss matrices and other ideas from random matrix theory to come up with

very efficient and stable approaches. To begin with, in chapter 2 we focus on approx-

imation algorithms for large n in the context of Gaussian process regression, a very

popular tool in Bayesian nonparametric regression. In large n settings, Gaussian

process regression becomes inefficient, because likelihood evaluation and inference

involves inversion of a covariance matrix of size n�n. This is not only computation-

ally burdensome but extremely numerically unstable, leading to unreliable estimates

and predictions. The computational inefficiency associated with Gaussian process re-
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gression has received quite a bit of attention in the literature, (partly because of the

flexibility of using the Gaussian processes tool), and approximations can be broadly

classified into two categories,

• Approximations to the stochastic process itself, which includes the approaches

like process convolutions (Higdon, 2002) and the currently popular approach

in the Bayesian literature, predictive processes (Banerjee et al., 2008).

• Approximations viewed as a low rank matrix approximation to the covariance

matrix, more popular in the machine learning contexts (Quinonero Candela

and Rasmussen, 2005).

Another contribution in chapter 2 is to tie up the above two viewpoints for approx-

imate Gaussian process regression. In fact we show that predictive processes and

subset of regressors approach in machine learning are equivalent, a fact that has been

unreported in the literature. We then build a general approximation scheme, which

we call projection approximation and show that all of predictive processes, subset of

regressors and other related approaches are in fact special cases of our construction.

We then incorporate ideas from random matrix theory and compressive sensing to

build algorithms, using randomized projections onto lower dimensional subspaces,

that have superior theoretical performance guarantees and good performance in real

and simulated data sets.

In chapter 3 we extend ideas from chapter 2 to further improve the projection

algorithms. Post multiplying a covariance matrix K by a random matrix Ω and

then utilizing approximate decompositions of the product KΩ is the crux of one of

the algorithms in chapter 2. We extend this idea further to consider other types

of structured random matrices Ω that enable faster matrix multiplies and blocking

schemes, so that the entire decomposition starting from the matrix multiplication

may be executed on multicore computing architecture. In addition to this, we look
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at other application areas where similar ideas of approximating large positive defi-

nite matrices with random projections maybe applied. We also consider a theoretical

framework to study the decay rates of eigenvalues, which is why low rank approxima-

tions work. We also investigate theoretically the numerical stability of the equivalent

linear systems and show that random projection ideas substantially improve this, in

terms of matrix conditioning numbers, so that such approximations maybe desirable

not only for having better computational efficiency, but actually leading to better

estimates.

In chapter 4, we address the other question of jointly modeling complex object

ensembles. Surprisingly, as opposed to regression or classification, joint modeling has

received very limited attention in the literature. There are some Bayesian approaches

for relational data modeling (Airoldi et al., 2006), which consider joint modeling of

one type or data, or just exploring the correlation structure. Once again, considering

data from a genome-cancer study as an example, we would be interested in relation-

ships between mutation status, copy number variation, drug response etc., without

necessarily treating one variable as a response and others as predictors/covariates.

Some simplistic joint modeling approaches, assuming same structure across all en-

tities making up the ensemble have been proposed in the literature (Bigelow and

Dunson, 2009; Dunson and Bhattacharya, 2010; Dunson, 2009). In chapter 4 we

propose a novel model for joint modeling of complex ensembles that allows ensemble

entities to have separate but dependent clustering structure. We also devise an inno-

vative sampling scheme based on slice sampling (Walker, 2007), that overcomes the

difficulty of having to truncate infinite Dirichlet mixture models. This slice sampling

scheme was designed in collaboration with Jared Murray, in a co-authored paper,

Banerjee et al. (2013a). We also consider the scenario, when our sole interest is in

the dependence structure of the entities and come up with a novel scaled version

of divergence between probability distributions that allows us to measure generic
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dependencies.

The study presented in chapter 5 was done in collaboration with Dr Sandeep

Dave and people in his laboratory. I provided some of statistical insight driving the

study, which was subsequently published as Love et al. (2012); Zhang et al. (2013)

. I present in this thesis, some of methods employed, which are highly reliant on

models described in the previous chapters. We also present some interesting side

questions and the methods we use to deal with them, alongwith some highlights of

the results from the study. We conclude the thesis with a chapter discussing some

current projects and potential future directions.
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2

Efficient Gaussian Process Regression for Large
Data Sets

2.1 Summary

Gaussian processes (GPs) are widely used in nonparametric regression, classification

and spatio-temporal modeling, motivated in part by a rich literature on theoretical

properties. However, a well known drawback of GPs that limits their use is the

expensive computation, typically O(n3) in performing the necessary matrix inversions

with n denoting the number of data points. In large data sets, data storage and

processing also lead to computational bottlenecks and numerical stability of the

estimates and predicted values degrades with n. To address these problems, a rich

variety of methods have been proposed, with recent options including predictive

processes in spatial data analysis and subset of regressors in machine learning. The

underlying idea in these approaches is to use a subset of the data, leading to questions

of sensitivity to the subset and limitations in estimating fine scale structure in regions

that are not well covered by the subset. Motivated by the literature on compressive

sensing, we propose an alternative random projection of all the data points onto a
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lower-dimensional subspace. We demonstrate the superiority of this approach from

a theoretical perspective and through the use of simulated and real data examples.

2.2 Introduction

In many application areas we are interested in modeling an unknown function and

predicting its values at unobserved locations. Gaussian processes are used routinely

in these scenarios, examples include modeling spatial random effects (Banerjee et al.,

2004; Cressie, 1992) and supervised classification or prediction in machine learning

(Rasmussen, 2004; Seeger, 2004). Gaussian processes are mathematically tractable,

have desirable properties and provide a probabilistic set-up facilitating statistical

inference. When we have noisy observations y1, . . . , yn from the unknown function

f : X Ñ < observed at locations x1, . . . , xn respectively, let

yi � fpxiq � εi, for i � 1, � � � , n, (2.1)

where εi is the associated idiosyncratic noise. We let εi � Np0, σ2q for simplicity.

However, for the techniques we develop here, other noise distributions may be used,

including heavy tailed ones. The unknown function fp�q is assumed to be a realization

from a Gaussian process with mean function µp�q and positive definite covariance

kernel kp�, �q, so that Etfpxqu � µpxq and covtfpxq, fpx1qu � kpx, x1q for all x, x1 P X .

The realizations of fp�q at the sample points x1, . . . , xn have a multivariate Gaus-

sian prior, with evaluations of the resulting posterior and computations involved

in calculating predictive means and other summaries involving Opn3q computation

unless the covariance has a special structure that can be exploited. Markov chain

Monte Carlo algorithms for posterior computation allowing uncertainty in the resid-

ual variance σ2 and unknown parameters in the mean function µp�q and covariance

kp�q may require such computations at every one of a large number of iterations.

Another concern is declining accuracy of the estimates as the dimension increases, as
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matrix inversion becomes more unstable with the propagation of errors due to finite

machine precision. This problem is more acute if the covariance matrix is nearly

rank deficient, which is often the case when fp�q is considered at nearby points.

The above problems necessitate approximation techniques. Most approaches ap-

proximate fp�q with another process gp�q that is constrained to a reduced rank sub-

space. One popular strategy specifies gp�q as a kernel convolution (Higdon, 2002),

with related approaches instead relying on other bases such as low rank splines or

moving averages (Wikle and Cressie, 1999; Xia and Gelfand, 2006; Kammann and

Wand, 2003). A concern with these approaches is the choice of basis. There are

also restrictions on the class of covariance kernels admitting such representations.

Banerjee et al. (2008) instead proposed a predictive process method that imputes

fp�q conditionally on the values at a finite number of knots, with a similar method

proposed by Tokdar (2007) for logistic Gaussian processes. Subset of regressors

(Smola and Bartlett, 2001) is a closely related method to the predictive process that

was proposed in the machine learning literature and essentially ignored in statistics.

Both of these approaches substantially underestimate predictive variance, with Fin-

ley et al. (2009) proposing a bias correction in the statistics literature and Snelson

and Ghahramani (2006) independently developing an essentially identical approach

in machine learning. Alternative methods to adjust for underestimation of predictive

variance were proposed in Seeger et al. (2003) and Schwaighofer and Tresp (2002).

Quinonero Candela and Rasmussen (2005) proposed a unifying framework that

encompasses essentially all of these subset of regressors-type approximation tech-

niques, showing that they can be viewed as an approximation to the prior on the

unknown function, rather than its posterior. While these methods do not require

choice of a basis, an equally difficult problem arises in determining the location and

spacing of knots, with the choice having a substantial impact. In Tokdar (2007) in

the context of density estimation and in unpublished work by Guhaniyogi, Finley,
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Banerjee and Gelfand in the context of spatial regression, methods are proposed for

allowing uncertain numbers and locations of knots in the predictive process using

reversible jump and preferential sampling. Unfortunately, such free knot methods

increase the computational burden substantially, partially eliminating the computa-

tional savings due to a low rank method. In the machine learning literature, various

optimization methods have been proposed for knot selection, typically under the

assumption that the knots correspond to a subset of the data points. Such meth-

ods include online learning (Csató and Opper, 2002), greedy posterior maximization

(Smola and Bartlett, 2001), maximum information criterion (Seeger et al., 2003),

and matching pursuit (Keerthi and Chu, 2006) among others.

In this article, we propose a new type of approximation method that bypasses

the discrete knot selection problem using random projections. The methodology is

straightforward to implement in practice, has a theoretical justification and provides

a natural generalization of knot-based methods, with pivoted factorizations and the

intuitive algorithm of Finley et al. (2009) arising as special cases. Motivated by Sar-

los (2006) and Halko et al. (2011) we use generalized matrix factorizations to improve

numerical stability of the estimates, a problem which is typically glossed over. The

inspiration for our method arises out of the success of random projection techniques,

such as compressed sensing (Candès et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006), in a rich variety of

contexts in machine learning. Most of this literature focuses on the ability to recon-

struct a signal from compressive measurements, with theoretical guarantees provided

on the accuracy of a point estimate under sparsity assumptions. In contrast, our goal

is to accurately approximate the posterior distribution for the unknown function in

a fundamentally different setting. We also explore how these approximations affect

inference on the covariance kernel parameters controlling smoothness of the function,

an issue essentially ignored in earlier articles. Our theory suggests that predictive

process-type approximations may lead to high correlations between the imputed pro-
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cess and parameters, while our method overcomes this problem.

2.3 Random Projection Approximation Methodology

2.3.1 Predictive Processes and Subset of Regressors

As a first step, we place the predictive process and subset of regressors methods

under a common umbrella. Consider equation (2.1), with µ � 0 for notational

clarity, and let X� � tx�1 , . . . , x�mu denote a set of knots in X . Letting f� � fpX�q �
tfpx�1q, . . . , fpx�mquT denote the function fp�q evaluated at the knots, the predictive

process replaces fp�q by gp�q � Etfp�q|f�u, with gp�q a kriged surface in spatial

statistics terminology (Stein, 1999). It follows from standard multivariate normal

theory that for any x P X , gpxq � pkx,�qT pK�,�q�1f�, where kx,� is the m � 1 vector

tkpx, x�1q, kpx, x�2q, . . . , kpx, x�mquT and K�,� is the m � m matrix with kpx�i , x�j q in

element i, j.

Subset of regressors is instead obtained via an approximation toKf,f � covtfpXuq.
Letting

Kaug � covrtfpXqT , pf�qT uT s �
�
Kf,f Kf,�

K�,f K�,�



,

an optimal (in a sense to be described later) approximation to Kf,f is obtained

as Qf,f � Kf,�pK�,�q�1K�,f , with Qi,j � Ki,�pK�,�q�1K�,j denoting cell pi, jq of

Qf,f .This approximation Qf,f is equivalent to covtgpXqu obtained from the predictive

process approximation, and hence the two approaches are equivalent. As shown in

Quinonero Candela and Rasmussen (2005), gp�q is effectively drawn from a Gaussian

process with the degenerate covariance kernel

qSORpx, zq � pkx,�qT pK�,�q�1k�,z,

where k�,z � tkpx�1 , zq, . . . , kpx�m, zquT . From equation (2.1), we obtain Y � py1, . . . , ynqT �
Np0;σ2I �Kf,f q in marginalizing out f over the exact prior f � GPp0, kq. If we use
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the approximated version, we have

yi � gpxiq � εi, εi � Np0, σ2q. (2.2)

Marginalizing out g, we obtain Y � Np0, σ2I �Qf,f q.
Let Yo denote the vector of length no of observed values and Yp the vector of

length np of values to predict, with no � np � n. Under the above approximation,

the conditional predictive distribution is pYp|Yoq � NtQp,opQo,o � σ2Iq�1Yo, Qo,o �
Qp,opQo,o � σ2Iq�1Qo,pu, with Qo,o, Qo,p, Qp,o denoting submatrices of Qf,f . Using

the Woodbury matrix identity (Harville, 2008) yields pQo,o � σ2Iq�1 � σ�2tI �
Ko,�pσ2K�,� �K�,oKo,�q�1K�,ou, with calculation involving an m�m matrix.

Finley et al. (2009) show that the predictive process systematically underesti-

mates variance, since at any x P X , vartfpxqu � vartgpxqu � vartfpxq | f�u ¡ 0.

To adjust for this underestimation, they replace gp�q by gp�q � εgp�q, with εgpxq �
Nt0, kpx, xq � kTx,�pK�,�q�1kx,�u and covtεgpx1q, εgpx2qu � 0 for x1 � x2. Hence, in

place of equation (2.2), we have

yi � gpxiq � εgpxiq � εi, εi � Np0, σ2q.

A variety of methods for addressing the variance under-estimation problem were

independently developed in the machine learning literature (Quinonero Candela and

Rasmussen, 2005), with the fully independent training conditional approximation

corresponding exactly to the Finley et al. (2009) approach. Snelson and Ghahramani

(2006) also proposed this approach under the sparse Gaussian process with pseudo

inputs moniker. In each of these cases, gMp�q � gp�q � εgp�q is effectively drawn from

a Gaussian process with the degenerate covariance kernel

qFITCpx, zq � qSORpx, zq � δpx, zqtkpx, zq � qSORpx, zqu,

where δpx, zq � 1 if x � z and 0 otherwise. Our proposed random projection method
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will generalize these knot-based approaches, leading to some substantial practical

advantages.

2.3.2 Generalization: Random Projection Method

The key idea for random projection approximation is to use gRP p�q � Etfp�q|ΦfpXqu
instead of gp�q � Etfp�q|f�u, where Φ is some m � n matrix. The approximation

gRP p�q is drawn from a Gaussian process with covariance kernel,

qRP px, zq � pΦkx,f qT pΦKf,fΦ
T q�1Φkf,z,

where kx,f � tkpx, x1q, . . . , kpx, xnquT and kf,z � tkpx1, zq, . . . , kpxn, zquT . As in

the methods of §2 � 1, we face the variance under-estimation issue with vartfpxqu �
vartgRP pxqu � vartfpxq |ΦfpXqu ¡ 0. Following the same strategy for bias correc-

tion as in Finley et al. (2009), we let gRMp�q denote the modified random projection

approximation having covariance kernel

qRMpx, zq � qRP px, zq � δpx, zqtkpx, zq � qRP px, zqu. (2.3)

When Φ is the submatrix formed by m rows of a permutation matrix of order n

(Harville, 2008), we revert back to the formulation of §2 � 1, where the knots are an

m dimensional subset of the set of data locations X. We consider more generally

Φ P C, the class of random matrices with full row-rank and with row-norm � 1

to avoid arbitrary scale problems. Before discussing construction of Φ, we consider

some properties of the random projection approach.

2.3.3 Properties of the RP method

(1) Limiting Case: When m � n, Φ is a square non-singular matrix. Therefore,

pΦKf,fΦ
T q�1 � pΦT q�1K�1

f,fΦ
�1, so that QRP

f,f � Kf,f , and we get back the original

process with a full rank random projection.
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(2) Optimality in terms of Hilbert space projections: It is well known in the the-

ory of kriging (Stein, 1999) that taking conditional expectation gives the orthogonal

projection into the corresponding space of random variables. Let HtfpXq,Φu denote

the Hilbert space spanned by linear combinations of the m random variables ΦfpXq
and equipped with the inner product xf1, f2y � Epf1f2q for any f1, f2 P HtfpXq,Φu.
The orthogonal projection of f to the Hilbert space is f opt � argminhPHtfpX,Φu}f�h}.
From kriging theory f optpxq � pΦkx,f qT pKf,f q�1ΦfpXq � Etfpxq|ΦfpXqu. Hence,

the random projection approximation is optimal in this sense. As f opt is a function

of Φ P C, the best possible random projection approximation to f could be obtained

by choosing Φ to minimize }f opt � f}. As the predictive process-type approaches

in §2 � 1 instead restrict Φ to a subset of C, the best possible approximation under

such approaches is never better than that for the random projection. While finding

the best Φ is not feasible computationally, §3 proposes a stochastic search algorithm

that yields approximations that achieve any desired accuracy level with minimal ad-

ditional computational complexity.

(3) Relationship with partial matrix decompositions: We briefly discussed in §2 �1
that the approximations in the machine learning literature were viewed as reduced

rank approximations to the covariance matrices. Here we make an explicit connection

between matrix approximation and our random projection scheme, which we build

on in the next section. The Nyström scheme (Drineas and Mahoney, 2005) considers

the rank m approximations to n�n positive semidefinite matrix A using m�n matrix

B, by giving an approximate generalized Choleski decomposition of A as CCT , where

C � pBAqT pBABT q�1{2. The performance of the Nystöm scheme depends on how

well the range of B approximates the range of A. As in property (1), let QRP
f,f be the

random projection approximation to Kf,f . It is easy to see that QRP
f,f corresponds to
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a Nyström approximation to Kf,f , with C � pΦKf,f qT pΦKf,fΦ
T q�1{2.

The Nyström characterization allows us to obtain a reduced singular value de-

composition utilizing the positive definite property as considered in detail in §3. The

partial Choleski decompositions for the covariance matrices, advocated in Foster

et al. (2009) for approaches in §2 �1, arise as special cases of the Nyström scheme us-

ing permutation submatrices; arguing on the lines of property (2), best case accuracy

with the random projection is at least as good as the partial Choleski decomposition.

We later show empirically random projection performs substantially better.

(4) Relationship with truncated series expansions: The random projection ap-

proximation also arises from a finite basis approximation to the stochastic process

f . Under the Karhunen-Loéve expansion (Adler, 1990),

fpxq �
8̧

i�1

ηipλiq1{2eipxq, x P X ,

where X is compact and λi, ei are eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of the

covariance function k, given by the Fredholm equation of the second kind as (Grig-

oriu, 2002), »
X
kpx1, xqeipxqdx � λieipx1q, x P X .

ηi’s are independent Np0, 1q random variables by virtue of properties of the Gaussian

process. Using Mercer’s theorem, which is generalization of the spectral theorem for

positive definite matrices, we can express the covariance function as (Grigoriu, 2002),

kpx1, x2q �
8̧

i�1

λieipx1qeipx2q, x1, x2 P X .

Assume that the eigenvalues in each of the above expansions are in descending order.

Let ftrpxq �
°m
i�1 ηipλiq1{2eipxq be the approximation to fpxq obtained by finitely
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truncating the Karhunen-Loéve expansion, keeping only the m largest eigenvalues.

The covariance function for ftr is given by ktrpx1, x2q �
°m
i�1 λieipx1qeipx2q, x1, x2 P

X , which is, as expected, a corresponding truncation of the expression in Mercer’s

theorem. If we now evaluate the truncated covariance function on the set of points

of interest, X, we get the covariance matrix, Ktr � EΛET , where E is the n � m

matrix with pi, jqth element given by ejpxiq and Λ is a m �m diagonal matrix with

the m eigenvalues in its diagonal.

The Karhunen Loéve expansion considers orthogonal functions so that
³
X eipxqejpxqdx �

0 whenever i � j. If we use the quadrature rule with equal weights for approximation

of the integral with the n locations of interest, we have
°n
l�1 eipxlqejpxlq � 0, which

means that the matrix E is approximately row-orthogonal. Assuming that E is ex-

actly orthogonal the truncated Mercer expansion matrix Ktr is essentially a reduced

rank m spectral decomposition for the actual covariance matrix. The covariance

matrix of the random vector gRP pXq is equal to the rank m spectral decomposition

when we choose the projection matrix Φ equal to the first m eigenvectors of the ac-

tual covariance matrix, as shown in the next section. Therefore gRP pXq has the same

probability distribution as ftrpXq. In other cases, when Φ � the eigenvectors, as in

approaches in section §2 �1, its easy to show that the random projection corresponds

to some other truncated basis expansion in the same way as above. The Karhunen

Loéve is however the optimal expansion in the sense that for each m, for any other

htrp�q from some m truncated basis expansion,
³
X Ertfpxq�htrpxqu2sdx is minimized

over htrp�q, for htrp�q � ftrp�q (Ghanem and Spanos, 2003).

2.4 Matrix Approximations & Projection Construction

2.4.1 Reduced rank matrix approximations

We introduce stochastic matrix approximation techniques that enable us to calculate

nearly optimal projections. We start with some key concepts from linear algebra.
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Let } � }2 and } � }F denote the spectral and Frobenius norm for matrices and let K be

any n�n positive definite matrix. We focus entirely on positive definite matrices. A

spectral decomposition of K is given by, K � UDUT , where D is a diagonal matrix

whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues. Since K is positive definite, this is

equivalent to the singular value decomposition and the eigenvalues are equal to the

singular-values and ¡ 0. U is an orthonormal matrix whose columns are eigenvectors

of K. Consider any n� n permutation matrix P , and since PP T � I we have,

UDUT � UPP TDPP TUT � pUP qpPDP T qpUP qT .

Therefore any permutation of the singular values and their respective vectors leads

to an equivalent spectral decomposition for K, and it can be shown that the spectral

decomposition is unique up to permutations. Henceforth we shall consider only the

unique spectral decomposition in which the diagonal elements of D are ordered in

increasing order of magnitude, d11 ¥ d22 . . . ¥ dnn. Consider the following partition

for the spectral decomposition,

K � �
Um Upn�mq

� � Dmm 0
0 Dpn�mqpn�mq

� �
Um Upn�mq

�T
,

where Dmm is the diagonal matrix containing the m largest eigenvalues of K and

Um is the n � m matrix of corresponding eigenvectors. Then it follows from the

Eckart-Young theorem (Stewart, 1993) that the best rank m approximation to K is

given by Km � UmDmmU
T
m, in terms of both } � }2 and } � }F . In fact it can be shown

that }K �Km}2
F �

°n
i�m�1 d

2
ii.

Recall that the crux of our random projection scheme was replacing the covariance

matrix K by pΦKqT pΦKΦT q�1pΦKq, where Φ is our random projection matrix. Now

if we choose Φ � UT
m, then,

pΦKqT pΦKΦT q�1pΦKq � pUT
mKqT pUT

mKUmq�1pUT
mKq

� tpDmm0qUT uT pDmmq�1tpDmm0qUT u � Km,
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where 0 above is an m�pn�mq matrix of zeroes. Therefore the best approximation

in our scheme is obtained when we have the first m eigenvectors of the SVD forming

our random projection matrix.

The problem however is that obtaining the spectral decomposition is as burden-

some as computing the matrix inverse, with Opn3q computations involved. Recent

articles in machine learning in the field of matrix approximation and matrix com-

pletion have devised random approximation schemes which give near optimal per-

formance with lesser computational cost (Halko et al., 2011; Sarlos, 2006). We can

consider these stochastic schemes to address either (i) Given a fixed rank m, what is

the near optimal projection for that rank and what is the corresponding error; or (ii)

Given a fixed accuracy level 1 � ε, what is the near optimal rank for which we can

achieve this and the corresponding projection. We consider each of these questions

below.

We first address the fixed rank problem. For any matrix K of order n � n and

a random vector ω of order n � 1, Kω is a vector in the range of K. For an n � r

random matrix Ω with independent entries from some continuous distribution, KΩ

gives r independent vectors in the range of K with probability 1. There can be

at most n such independent vectors, since the dimension of the range � n. As we

mentioned earlier, when we evaluate the Gaussian process at a fine grid of points,

the covariance matrix K is often severely rank deficient and we should be able to

accurately capture its range with m    n vectors.

The next question is how to choose the random matrix Ω. The product KΩ

embeds the matrix K from a Rn�n space into a Rn�r space. Embeddings with low

distortion properties have been well studied and Johnson-Lindenstrauss transforms

(Johnson et al., 1986; Dasgupta and Gupta, 2003) are among the most popular low di-

mensional projections. A matrix Ω of order n�r is said to be a Johnson-Lindenstrauss

transform for a subspace V of Rn if | }vΩ} � }v} | is small for all v P V with high
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probability. For the precise definition of the transform, we refer the readers to Defi-

nition 1, Sarlos (2006). Initially it was shown that Ω with pi, jqth element � p 1̀
r
ωijq,

where ωij independent � Np0, 1q would have Johnson-Lindenstrauss property. Later

it has been shown that ωij’s may be considered to be independent Rademacher or

coming from a uniform distribution from the corresponding hypersphere (Achlioptas,

2003; Arriaga and Vempala, 2006). The compressive sensing literature has dealt with

these choices in some detail and has found no substantial gain in accuracy in signal

compression in using one kind over the other (Candès et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006) -

our experiments in the present context concur.

Having formed KΩ the concluding step in our matrix approximation scheme is

to find Φ. We first perform a low distortion low dimensional Johnson-Lindenstrauss

embedding for the covariance matrix and perform the rank m projection for this

embedding to come up with Φ. It is easy to then calculate the approximate spectral

decomposition of the covariance based on the Nyström approximation for the random

projection. The exact steps are shown below in Algorithm 1 which combines ideas

from Sarlos (2006) and algorithm 5.5 in Halko et al. (2011).

Algorithm 1: Approximate spectral decomposition via Nyström method for target rank
m

Given a positive definite matrix K of order n�n and a randomly generated Johnson-

Lindenstrauss matrix Ω of order r�n, we find the projection matrix Φ of order m�n
which approximates the range and compute the approximate SVD decomposition via

Nyström approximation with Φ. The steps are enumerated below:

(1) Form the matrix product KΩ.

(2) Compute ΦT = left factor of the rank m spectral projection of the small matrix

KΩ.

(3) Form K1 � ΦKΦT .
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(4) Perform a Choleski factorization of K1 � BBT .

(5) Calculate the Nyström factor C � KΦT pBT q�1.

(6) Compute a spectral decomposition for C � UDV T .

(7) Calculate the approximate spectral decomposition for K � Ktr � UD2UT .

We give the following result for the approximation accuracy of Algorithm 1, which

is a modification of theorem 14 in Sarlos (2006).

Theorem 1. Consider any 0   ε ¤ 1 and r � tm
ε
u. Obtain Ktr from Algorithm 1

for the positive definite matrix K and let Km be the best rank m approximation for

K if terms of } � }F . Then,

prt}K �Ktr} ¤ p1� εq}K �Km}F u ¥ 1

2

Proof. By construction,

Ktr � UD2UT � UDV TV DUT � CCT

� KΦT pBT q�1B�1ΦK � KΦT pBBT q�1ΦK

� KΦTK�1
1 ΦK � pΦKqT pΦKΦT q�1ΦK

This shows that the reduced SVD form, Ktr produced by Algorithm 1 is indeed equal

to the random projection approximation, which is equal to a generalized projection

matrix as explained below.

The generalized rank m projection matrix for the projection whose range is

spanned by the columns of an n�m matrix A, with m ¤ n and whose nullity is the

orthogonal complement of the range of n �m matrix B, is given by ApBTAq�1BT .

This is a generalization of the standard projection matrix formula (Doković, 1991).

Therefore, Ktr � PK, where P � KΦT tΦpKΦT qu�1Φ is the generalized projection

matrix with range spanned by the columns of KΦT and whose nullity is the orthog-

onal complement of the range of ΦT . Again, by construction, range of ΦT = range of
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KΩ and therefore, range of KΦT � range of K2Ω � range of KΩ. Finally since range

of KΩ = row-space of ΩTK, the result follows by a direct application of theorem 14

in Sarlos (2006).

With the advances in parallel computing technology and current stress on GPU

computing, we may implement a parallel version of Algorithm 1 by running steps

1 & 2 in parallel for several copies of the matrix Ω; with logp 1
η
q copies, we can sharpen

the probability in theorem 1 to 1� η. In our implementations of algorithm 1 we use

r � m. The algorithm involves decomposition of the small matrix ΦKΦT which

involves Opm3q operations. The matrix multiplications involved, for example in

computing K1 are Opn2mq, which is the additional cost we pay to have the random

projection generalization of the algorithms in §2 � 1. Matrix multiplication can be

done in parallel, indeed it is the default approach in standard linear algebra packages

such as BLAS3 used in Matlab versions 8 and above, and the constants associated

with the order of complexity for matrix multiplication is lower than that for inversion.

Our results section indicate that added computational complexity in terms of real

CPU time is indeed negligible for the random projection algorithm versus techniques

in §2 � 1. In fact with the target error algorithm below, we often achieve lower times

than predictive process type approaches of §2 � 1, since the rank required to achieve

the target error is substantially smaller.

We now answer the fixed accuracy level question. The eigenvector matrix U

from the SVD captures the column space/range of the matrix K, in the sense that

K � UUTK. In general we consider the error in range approximation }K�ΦTΦK}η
(η � 2 or F), as it makes it easier to evaluate the target accuracy. Using simple

linear algebra, UmU
T
mK � Km, so that the best rank m range approximator is the

same as the rank m SVD approximation. It suffices to then search for good range

approximators, since lemma 4 in Drineas and Mahoney (2005) and discussion in §5.4,
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Halko et al. (2011) show that the error with the Nyström approximator is at least

as small as the error in range approximation, and empirically is often substantially

smaller. We need only find the projection matrix Φ for the range approximation given

the target error level and computation of the approximate spectral decomposition

using this Φ proceeds as in steps 3� 7 of Algorithm 1. Φ can be obtained to satisfy

any target error level by trivial modification of steps from algorithm 4.2 in Halko

et al. (2011) in place of steps 1 & 2 in Algorithm 1, summarized below in Algorithm

2.

Finding range satisfying target error condition

Given a positive definite matrix K of order n�n and target error ε ¡ 0 , we find the

projection matrix Φ of order m � n which gives }K � ΦTΦK}   ε with probability

1� n
10r

. The steps are enumerated below:

(1) Initialize j � 0 and Φ � rs, the 0� n empty matrix.

(2) Draw r random vectors ωp1q, . . . , ωprq each of order n�1 with independent entries

from Np0, 1q.
(3) Compute κpiq � Kωpiq for i � 1, . . . , r.

(4) Is maxi�1,...,rp}κpj�iq}q   ε
`
π

10
`

2
? If yes, step 11. If no, step 5.

(5) Recompute j � j � 1 , κpjq � rI � tΦpj�1quTΦpj�1qsκpjq and φpjq � κpjq

}κpjq}
.

(6) Set Φpjq �
�

Φpj�1q

tφpjquT
�

.

(7) Draw a n� 1 random vector ωj�r with independent Np0, 1q entries.

(8) Compute κpj�rq � rI � tΦpjquTΦpjqsKωpj�rq.
(9) Recompute κpiq � κpiq � φpjq

@
φpjq, κpiq

D
for i � pj � 1q, . . . , pj � r � 1q.

(10) Back to target error check in step 4.

(11) Output Φ � Φpjq.

Step 9 above is not essential, it ensures better stability when κ vectors become
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very small. In our implementations of algorithm 2 we use an r such that n
10r

�
0.1 to maintain probability of 0.9 of achieving the error level. The computational

requirements of Algorithm 2 are similar to that of 1, for more details we refer the

reader to §4 �4 in Halko et al. (2011). Posterior fit and prediction in Gaussian process

regression usually involves integrating out the Gaussian process, as indicated in §4.

We end this subsection with another result which shows that target error in prior

covariance matrix approximation governs the error in the marginal distribution of

the data, integrating out the Gaussian process.

Theorem 2. Let Y � py1, y2, . . . , ynqT be the observed data points and let πfull �³
πtY, fpXqudP tfpXqu, πRP �

³
πtY, gRP pXqudP tgRP pXqu their corresponding marginal

distributions. If }Kf,f�QRP
f,f }F ¤ ε, which is the error in approximation of the covari-

ance matrix, then the Kullback Leibler divergence between the marginal distributions

from the full and approximated Gaussian process,

KLpπfull, πRP q ¤
"
n�

�n
σ

	2
*
ε

Proof. The Kullback Leibler divergence between two n�variate normal distributions

N0 � Npµ0,Σ0q & N1 � Npµ1,Σ1q is given by,

KLpN0}N1q � 1

2

�
tr
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�� n� log
 
det

�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�(� pµ1 � µ0qT Σ�1
1 pµ1 � µ0q

�

In our case, N0 � πfull � Npy; 0, Kf,f � σ2Iq and N1 � πRP � Npy; 0, QRP
f,f � σ2Iq.

ThereforeKLpπfull, πRP q � 1
2

�
tr
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�� n� log
 
det

�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�(�
, with Σ0 � Kf,f�

σ2I and Σ1 � QRP
f,f � σ2I. We have }Σ0 � Σ1}F � }Kf,f �QRP

f,f }F ¤ ε.

Break the expression for the Kullback Leibler divergence into 2 parts with the

first part,

tr
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

��n � tr
 
Σ�1

1 pΣ0 � Σ1q
( � °n

i�1

°n
j�1 sijdji where sij, dji are pijqth & pjiqth
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elements of Σ�1
1 , pΣ0 � Σ1q respectively. Then,

tr
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�� n ¤ }Σ�1
1 }max

ņ

i�1

ņ

j�1

dji ¤ }Σ�1
1 }max n2ε (2.4)

In the inequality above we use }Σ�1
1 }max � maxij sij and the fact that }Σ0 �Σ1}F ¤

ε ùñ °n
i�1

°n
j�1 dji ¤ n2ε. Now }Σ�1

1 }max ¤ }Σ�1
1 }2. Since Σ�1

1 is symmetric

postive definite, }Σ�1
1 }2 is the largest eigenvalue of Σ�1

1 which is equal to the inverse

of the smallest eigenvalue of Σ1. Recall that Σ1 � QRP
f,f � σ2I and QRP

f,f is positive

semi-definite and has non negative eigenvalues. Therefore all eigenvalues of Σ1 ¥ σ2,

and using this in conjunction with inequality (2.4), we have,

tr
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

��N ¤
�n
σ

	2

ε (2.5)

It remains to bound the second part of the divergence expression. We have

det
�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

� � p±n
i�1 λ

0
i q { p

±n
i�1 λ

1
i q, where λ0

i , λ
1
i are eigenvalues of Σ0 & Σ1 respec-

tively. Since Σ0,Σ1 are symmetric, by the Hoffman-Weilandt inequality (Bhatia,

1997), there exists a permutation p such that
°n
i�1

!
λ0
ppiq � λ1

i

)2

¤ }Σ0 �Σ1}2
F ¤ ε2.

Therefore with the same permutation p, we have for each i,
!
λ0
ppiq{λ1

i

)
P r1�ε, 1�εs.

Trivial manipulation then yields, log
 
det

�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�( P rn logp1 � εq, n logp1 � εqs, so

that,

� log
 
det

�
Σ�1

1 Σ0

�( ¤ nε (2.6)

Combining inequalities (2.5) and (2.6), we have,

KLpπfull, πRP q ¤
"
n�

�n
σ

	2
*
ε

which completes the proof.
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This is not an optimal bound, but serves our basic goal of showing that the Kull-

back Leibler divergence is of the same order as the error in estimation of the covari-

ance matrix in terms of Frobenius norm. Additional assumptions on the eigenspace

of the covariance matrix would yield tighter bounds.

2.4.2 Conditioning numbers and examples

The full covariance matrix for a smooth Gaussian process tracked at a dense set

of locations will be ill-conditioned and nearly rank-deficient in practice, with prop-

agation of rounding off errors due to finite precision arithmetic, the inverses may

be highly unstable and severely degrade the quality of the inference. To see this,

consider the simple example with covariance function kpx, yq � e�0.5px�yq2 , evaluated

at the points 0.1, 0.2, which gives the covariance matrix,

K �
�

1.000 0.995
0.995 1.000



,

which yields the inverse,

K�1 �
�

100.5008 �99.996
�99.996 100.5008



.

Perturbing the covariance kernel slightly to kpx, yq � e�0.75px�yq2 , yields a very similar

covariance matrix,

Knew �
�

1.0000 0.9925
0.9925 1.0000



,

with }K�Knew}F � 0.0035. However the inverse of the covariance matrix drastically

changes to

K�1
new �

�
67.1679 �66.6660
�66.6660 67.1679



,

with }K�1�K�1
new}F � 66.6665. With such a small change in the magnitude of some

elements, we have a huge change in its inverse, which would lead to widely different
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estimates and predicted values. The problem is obviously much aggravated in large

data sets and in Bayesian settings where there the posterior is explored through sev-

eral rounds of iterations, say in an Gibbs sampling scheme. How well a covariance

matrix K is conditioned may be measured by the conditioning number, σl
σs

, where

σl, σs are its largest and smallest eigenvalues respectively (Dixon, 1983). Condition

numbers are best when they are close to 1, very large ones indicate numerical in-

stability - in the example above, the condition number of the matrix K is � 400.

Condition number arguments imply that low rank approximations may not only be

necessitated by computational considerations but may indeed be desirable for bet-

ter inference over the full covariance matrix. It therefore makes practical sense to

choose amongst two low rank approximations of comparable rank or accuracy, the

one that is better conditioned. We now show empirically how condition number is

improved greatly with the random projection approximation over the knot based

schemes, when considering either a fixed rank or target error approach.

We first evaluate with respect to the fixed rank question. Consider a similar

covariance kernel as above kpx, yq � e�px�yq
2
, and evaluate it over a uniform grid of

1000 points in r0.1, 100s, and consider the resulting 1000 � 1000 covariance matrix

K. The condition number of K � 1.0652 � 1020, which indicates it is severely ill-

conditioned. We now apply Algorithm 1, with r � m, for different choices of the

target rank m and calculate the error in terms of the Frobenius and spectral norms,

conditioning numbers and the time required. For each choice of m, we also consider

the approximation as would given by the approaches of §2�1 in two ways, (1) randomly

selecting m grid points out of the 1000, call this PP1; and (2) selecting the grid

points by the partial Choleski factorization with pivoting, as in Tokdar (2011b), call

this PP2, which can be interpreted as a systematic implementation of the suggested

approach in Finley et al. (2009). Results are summarized in table 2.1 for some values

of m. The random projection approach clearly has better approximation accuracy
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than the other methods - this becomes more marked with increase in dimension

of the approximation. The condition numbers for the random projection scheme

are dramatically better than the other 2 approaches, indicating superior numerical

stability and reliable estimates.

Next we compare with respect to achievement of a target error level. For the

random projection approach, we implement Algorithm 2. For this comparison it

would be useful to know the best possible rank at which the target error would be

achieved if we knew the real spectral decomposition. For this purpose we consider

matrices of the form K � EDET , where E is an orthonormal matrix and D is

diagonal. The diagonal elements of D, which are the eigenvalues of K are chosen to

decay at exponential rates, which holds for smooth covariance kernels (Frauenfelder

et al., 2005), with ith element dii � e�iλ; for the simulations tabulated, we use

λ � 0.5, 0.08, 0.04 respectively. E is filled with independent standard normal entries

and then orthonormalized. Algorithm 2 for random projections, PP1 and PP2 as

above are applied to achieve different Frobenius norm error levels ε for different

values of matrix order n. Results are shown in table 2.2. Clearly random projection

achieves the desired target error level with lower ranks for all different values of ε

and n; also real CPU times required are comparable, in fact the random projection

approach has lower time requirements when the rank differences become significant.

Lower target ranks, besides the obvious advantages of computational efficiency

and stability, imply lesser memory requirements, which is an important consideration

when sample size n becomes very large. Time required for matrix norm calculations

for checking target error condition for PP1 or PP2 are not counted in the times

shown. All times here as well as in following sections, are in seconds and calculated

when running the algorithms in Matlab 7.10 version R2010a on a 64bit CentOS

5.5 Linux machine with a 3.33 Ghz dual core processor with 8Gb of random access

memory. The random projection benefits from the default parallel implementation
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of matrix multiplication in Matlab. Lower level implementations of the algorithms,

for example C/C++ implementations would require parallel matrix multiplication

implementation to achieve similar times. With a GPU implementation with parallel

matrix multiplication, random projection approximation can be significantly speeded

up.

2.5 Parameter Estimation And Illustrations

2.5.1 Bayesian inference for the parameters

An important part of implementing Gaussian process regression is estimation of the

unknown parameters of the covariance kernel of the process. Typically the covari-

ance kernel is governed by 2 parameters, characterizing its range and scale. We

shall consider the squared exponential kernel used earlier, kpx, yq � 1
θ2
e�θ1}x�y}

2
for

simplicity, but the techniques herein shall be more generally applicable. θ1 and θ2

are the range and inverse scale parameters respectively. We shall use Bayesian tech-

niques for inference here to fully explore the posterior over all possible values of these

parameters, also applying the random projection scheme for repeated iterations of

Markov chain samplers will allow us to fully demonstrate its power.

For Bayesian inference, we have to specify prior distributions for each of the

unknown parameters, namely θ1, θ2 and σ2, the variance of the idiosyncratic noise in

equation (2.1). In place of (2.1), using the random projection, we have,

yi � gRMpxiq � εi, i � 1, . . . , n. (2.7)

Using the bias corrected form for the random projection approximation the prior for

the unknown function is, rgRMpXq|θ1, θ2s � Np0, QRM
f,f q, where QRM

f,f � QRP
f,f � DM ,

with DM the diagonal matrix as obtained for variance augmentation from equation

(2.3). Letting τ � σ�2 and choosing conjugate priors, we let τ � Gapa1, b1q, θ2 �
Gapa2, b2q and θ1 �

°t
h�1p1{tqδct , denoting a discrete uniform distribution with atoms
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tc1, . . . , ctu. The Gapa, bq gamma density is parametrized to have mean a{b and

variance a{b2. The priors being conditionally conjugate, we can easily derive the full

conditional distributions necessary to implement a Gibbs sampling scheme for the

quantities of interest as follows,

rgRMpXq|�s � NrtpQRM
f,f q�1 � τIu�1Y, tpQRM

f,f q�1 � τIu�1s

rτ |�s � Gara1 � n

2
, b1 � tY � gRMpXquT tY � gRMpXqus

rθ2|�s � Gapb2 � fTQ�1fq

prpθ1 � ci|�q � c|detQRM
f,f |�

1
2 e�

1
2
gRM pXqT pQRM

f,f q�1gRM pXq

where Q � θ2Q
RM
f,f and c is a constant such that

°t
i�1 Probpθ1 � ci|�q � 1. We

can integrate out the Gaussian process gRMpXq from the model to obtain Y �
Np0, tQRM

f,f � τ�1Iuq - this form is useful for prediction and fitting. We show some

relevant computational details for the matrix inversion using the Woodbury matrix

identity in the appendix.

For computational efficiency, we pre-compute the random projection matrix for

each of the discrete grid points for θ1 and the corresponding matrix inverse required

for the other simulations. Changes in the parameter θ2 do not affect the eigendirec-

tions, hence we do not recompute the projection matrix Φ and we can compute the

new inverse matrix due to a change in θ2 by just multiplying with the appropriate

scalar. Although other prior specifications are extensively discussed in the literature,

we have considered simple cases to illustrate the efficacy of our technique. It is ob-

served that inference for the range parameter θ1 is difficult and Markov chain Monte

Carlo schemes tend to have slow mixing due to high correlation between the imputed

functional values and the parameter. The random projection approximation appears

to take care of this issue in the examples considered here.
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2.5.2 Illustrations

We first consider a simulated data example where we generate data from functions

corresponding to a mixture of Gaussian kernels in r0, 1s. We consider functions with

3 different degrees of smoothness - an almost flat one, a moderately wavy one and

a highly wavy one. For each of these functions, we consider 10, 000 equi-spaced

points in r0, 1s and we add random Gaussian noise to each point - this constitutes

our observed data set Y . We randomly select 9, 000 points for model fitting and the

rest for validation. We now implement random projection with Algorithm 2 with

a couple of different target error levels p0.1, 0.01q referred to as RP. We compare

it with predictive process with equispaced selection of knots and with the modified

version of knot selection by pivoted Choleski factorization (Tokdar, 2011b) explained

in §3.2, referred to as PP1 and PP2 respectively. In this simulated example, as well

as in the real data examples we use the squared exponential covariance kernel with

prior specifications as in the previous section. For the idiosyncratic noise, we use

hyperparameters a1, b1 such that the mean is approximately equal to estimated noise

precision with ordinary least square regression. In particular for the smooth one we

use a1 � 1, b1 � 10. Hyperparameter choices for covariance kernel parameters are

guided by some trial runs, we use a grid of 2000 equispaced points in r0, 2s for θ1 and

a2 � 2, b2 � 20 for θ2. We run Gibbs samplers for 10, 000 iterations with the first 500

discarded for burn-in. We calculate the predicted values for the held-out set with the

posterior means of the parameters from the Gibbs iterations and we also calculate

the average rank required to achieve the target accuracy over the iterations. Effective

sample size is calculated by using the output for the Markov chains with the CODA

package in R. The results are tabulated in table 2.3, whereby random projection

has substantial gain in predictive accuracy and in the target rank required, as well

as substantially better effective sample sizes for the unknown parameters of the
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covariance kernel as well as for the predicted points. With the predictive process type

approaches, we would need substantially more Markov chain Monte Carlo iterations

to achieve similar effective sample sizes, leading to an increased computational cost.

We finally consider a couple of real data examples, which have been used earlier for

reduced rank approaches in Gaussian process regression, of contrasting sizes. The

first is the abalone dataset, from the UCI machine learning database (Frank and

Asuncion, 2010), where the interest is in modeling the age of abalone, given other

attributes, which are thought to be non-linearly related to age. The dataset consists

of 4000 training and 177 test cases. We use Euclidean distance between the attributes

for our covariance function for the Gaussian process and for the gender attribute,

(male/female/infant) is mapped to tp1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1qu. The other example

we consider is the Sarcos Robot arm, where we are interested in the torque as given

by the 22nd column given the other measurements in the remaining 21 columns. This

dataset has 44, 484 training and 4, 449 test cases. We once again consider Euclidean

distances between the attributes. For each of the experiments, we use Algorithm

2 with target error level 0.01. The hyperparameters for each example is chosen in

similar fashion as the simulated example. This leads to choosing a1 � 1, b1 � 0.1

for the abalone dataset and a1 � 2, b1 � 0.1 for the Sarcos Robot arm. The grid

for θ1 in either case is 2000 equispaced points in r0, 2s; for θ2, in abalone we have

a2 � 1, b2 � 1 while we have a2 � 1, b2 � 0.75 for Sarcos Robot arm. The Gibbs

sampler for the abalone data set is run for 10, 000 iterations with 1, 000 discarded

for burn-in, while for the Sarcos Robot arm, it is run for 2, 000 iterations with 500

discarded for burn-in.

The results for both these experiments, tabulated in table 2.4. There is improve-

ment in predictive accuracy when using random projections in both the examples,

in particular for the Robot arm dataset predictive accuracy is significantly better.

This improvement perhaps is a consequence of the fact that we get better estima-
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tion for the parameters when using the random projection approach. In the Sarcos

Robot arm data, both the covariance kernel parameters are readily observed to have

different posteriors with the random projection approach. This is a consequence of

the poor behavior of the Markov chains for these parameters, they exhibit poor mix-

ing. In fact this problem of poor mixing when approximating a stochastic process by

imputed points is not unique to Gaussian processes, it have been observed in other

contexts too, possibly due to the chains for the imputed points and the unknown

parameters being highly correlated with each other (Golightly and Wilkinson, 2006).

The random projection approach appears to improve this to a great extent by not

considering specific imputed points. The inference is not very sensitive to the choice

of hyperparameters, with datasets of this size we are able to overcome prior influence

if any. In particular in trial runs with smaller number of iterations, changing the

grid for θ1 to 1000 uniformly spaced points in r0, 1s yielded almost similar results,

random projection performing better than the knot based approaches.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

We have developed a broad framework for reduced rank approximations under which

almost the entire gamut of existing approximations can be brought in. We have tried

to stochastically find the best solution under this broad framework, thereby leading

to gains in performance and stability over the existing approaches. Another impor-

tant contribution has been to connect not only the machine learning and statistical

approaches for Gaussian process approximation, but also to relate them to matrix

approximations themes - we have shown that the reduced rank Gaussian process

schemes are effectively different flavors of approximating the covariance matrix aris-

ing therein. The random projection approach has been mainly studied as an approx-

imation scheme in this article, it is also worthwhile considering it from a model based

perspective and investigate the added flexibility it offers as an alternative model.
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We have not explored the performance of parallel computing techniques in this

context, though we have indicated how to go about parallel versions of the algorithms

at hand. Further blocking techniques and parallelization remains an area of future

interest. We also plan on working out the multivariate version of random projection

approximations. In ongoing work, we explore similar approaches in other different

contexts - a couple of examples being in the context of functional modeling, where

the domain may be discrete and also in the case of parameter estimation for diffusion

processes - where similar dimensionality problems are faced sometimes in terms of

their discrete Euler approximations. In other ongoing work, we also explore the

theoretical rates of convergence of the truncated expressions for different classes of

covariance kernels and convergence of the associated posterior distributions of the

unknown parameters.
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Table 2.1: Comparative performance of the approximations in terms of matrix error
norms, with the random projection approach based on Algorithm 1.

For m � 10 }}F }}2 Cond No Time
RP 106.1377 17.6578 1.0556 0.06
PP1 107.6423 17.6776 1.2356 0.04
PP2 106.6644 17.6778 1.2619 0.04

For m � 25 }}F }}2 Cond No Time
RP 82.1550 17.2420 1.7902 0.22
PP1 91.1016 17.5460 230.236 0.18
PP2 85.6616 17.3800 13.8971 0.21

For m � 50 }}F }}2 Cond No Time
RP 50.5356 14.2998 2.9338 0.27
PP1 79.1030 17.0172 2803.5 0.24
PP2 69.5681 15.6815 876.23 0.25

For m � 100 }}F }}2 Cond No Time
RP (Algo1) 6.6119 2.8383 20.6504 0.40
PP1 39.9642 13.1961 1.3815 �106 0.31
PP2 10.1639 6.3082 1792.1 0.36

Table 2.2: Comparison of the ranks required to achieve specific target errors by the
different algorithms, with random projection based on Algorithm 2. We show the
best possible low rank m from the Eckart-Young theorem, with the given error level.

PP1 PP2 RP

n � 102, ε � 0.1,m � 5
Reqd Rank 17 9 7
Cond No 298.10 54.59 20.08

Time 0.03 0.04 0.07

n � 103, ε � 0.01,m � 69
Reqd Rank 213 97 78
Cond No 2.30� 107 2164.6 473.43

Time 12.1 11.5 36.2

n � 104, ε � 0.01,m � 137
Reqd Rank 1757 793 174
Cond No 3.19� 1019 2.30� 109 1012.3

Time 335 286 214
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Table 2.3: Simulated data sets with the target error algorithm for the three different
simulations. Different algorithms compared in terms of preditive MSE and various
posterior summaries for the unknown parameters. ESS, PV stand for effective sample
size, predicted values respectively. The 3 sets, s,w,vw correspond to the cases smooth,
wavy and very wavy respectively.

PP1 PP2 RP

ε � 0.1,s
MSPE 11.985 8.447 3.643

Avg Reqd Rank 1715.6 453.8 117.2
95% Interval Reqd Rank [1331,2542] [377,525] [97,141]

Posterior Mean, θ1 0.09 0.10 0.06
95% Credible Interval, θ1 [0.05,0.14] [0.05,0.15] [0.04,0.08]

ESS, θ1 496 870 1949
Posterior Mean, θ2 0.91 1.15 1.25

95% Credible Interval, θ2 [0.58,1.58] [0.85,1.43] [1.09,1.46]
ESS, θ2 2941 3922 4518

Avg ESS,PV 2190 3131 5377
Time 39761 29355 32365

ε � 0.01,w
MSPE 10.114 6.891 2.265

Avg Reqd Rank 3927.1 941.5 129.7
95% Interval Reqd Rank [2351,5739] [868,1165] [103,159]

Posterior Mean, θ1 0.07 0.08 0.13
95% Credible Interval, θ1 [0.01,0.14] [0.02,0.15] [0.09,0.17]

ESS, θ1 574 631 1918
Posterior Mean, θ2 0.83 0.85 0.79

95% Credible Interval, θ2 [0.21,1.74] [0.40.1.63] [0.45,1.29]
ESS, θ2 3679 4819 5002

Avg ESS,PV 2875 3781 5769
Time 78812 47642 33799

ε � 0.01,vw
MSPE 17.41 13.82 6.93

Avg Reqd Rank 4758.5 1412.5 404.5
95% Interval Reqd Rank [2871,6781] [1247,1672] [312,475]

Posterior Mean, θ1 0.11 0.09 0.05
95% Credible Interval, θ1 [0.04,0.17] [0.05,0.13] [0.03,0.08]

ESS, θ1 741 747 1049
Posterior Mean, θ2 1.27 1.18 1.19

95% Credible Interval, θ2 [1.08,1.43] [1.12,1.41] [1.15,1.34]
ESS, θ2 1521 2410 2651

Avg ESS, PV 1263 1415 2422
Time 89715 57812 47261
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Table 2.4: Comparison of the different algorithms based on their performance in the
experimental data sets in terms of preditive MSE and various posterior summaries
for the unknown parameters. ESS stands for effective sample size. AB and SRA
denote the 2 experiments wrt to the Abalone data and the Sarcos Robot Arm data
respectively.

PP1 PP2 RP

AB
MSPE 1.785 1.517 1.182

Avg Reqd Rank 417.6 328.8 57.2
95% Interval Reqd Rank [213,750] [207,651] [43,71]

Posterior Mean, θ1 0.212 0.187 0.149
95% Credible Interval, θ1 [0.112,0.317] [0.109,0.296] [0.105,0.207]

ESS, θ1 516 715 1543
Posterior Mean, θ2 0.981 1.014 1.105

95% Credible Interval, θ2 [0.351,1.717] [0.447,1.863] [0.638,1.759]
ESS, θ2 1352 1427 1599
Time 19468 21355 15423

SRA
MSPE 0.5168 0.2357 0.0471

Avg Reqd Rank 4195 2031 376
95% Interval Reqd Rank [3301,4985] [1673,2553] [309,459]

Posterior Mean, θ1 0.496 0.352 0.105
95% Credible Interval, θ1 [0.087,0.993] [0.085,0.761] [0.042,0.289]

ESS, θ1 85 119 147
Posterior Mean, θ2 1.411 1.315 1.099

95% Credible Interval, θ2 [1.114,1.857] [1.065,1.701] [1.002,1.203]
ESS, θ2 145 132 227
Time 57213 53929 20869
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3

Parallel inversion of huge covariance matrices

3.1 Summary

An extremely common bottleneck encountered in statistical learning algorithms is

inversion of huge covariance matrices, a special case of which was dealt with in

chapter 2. We propose general parallel algorithms for inverting positive definite

matrices, which are nearly rank deficient. Such matrix inversions are needed in

Gaussian process computations, among other settings, and remain a bottleneck even

with the increasing literature on low rank approximations. We propose a general class

of algorithms for parallelizing computations to dramatically speed up computation

time by orders of magnitude exploiting multicore architectures. We implement our

algorithm on a cloud computing platform, providing pseudo and actual code. The

algorithm can be easily implemented on any multicore parallel computing resource.

Some illustrations are provided to give a flavor for the gains and what becomes

possible in freeing up this bottleneck.
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3.2 Introduction

We consider a symmetric positive definite matrix K of order n where n is very large;

on the order of 10,000s to millions or more. Our interest is in evaluation of K�1,

which cannot be computed sufficiently quickly using current algorithms. Even if we

could compute the inverse, substantial numeric instability and inaccuracies would be

expected due to propagation of errors arising from finite machine precision arithmetic

(Trefethen and Bau III, 1997).

Typically in statistical applications, one needs to evaluate expressions such as

K�1A, where A is some matrix of appropriate order. Instead of directly comput-

ing K�1, one popular approach is to consider the QR decomposition for K � QR

and evaluate the expression, R�1QTA (Press et al., 2007). The matrix R is lower

triangular and therefore R�1 can be evaluated by backward substitution, which re-

quires Opn2q flops instead of the Opn3q flops for usual inversion. QR decomposition

is known to be relatively more stable and efficient than other standard algorithms

(Cox and Higham, 1997), a close competitor being the Cholesky decomposition.

The problem is that QR decomposition for K requires Opn3q computations, which

is of the same order as that of inversion and therefore prohibitively expensive for

large n. Even with QR decomposition being relatively stable, for very large n, finite

precision numerical errors are large. This is accentuated when the matrix K has a

small spectrum, in the sense of fast decaying eigenvalues, as is typically obtained

for covariance matrices obtained from smooth covariance kernels and in large least

square problems among a host of other areas. However, this small spectrum, while

being the bane of full rank algorithms, makes low-rank algorithms highly accurate.

We propose a new class of algorithms combining ideas from recent developments

in linear algebra to find approximate low-rank decompositions. These low-rank de-

compositions provide several orders of magnitude improvement in speed while also
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improving accuracy. We propose a general blocking method to enable implementa-

tion in parallel on distributed computing architectures. We also consider accuracy of

these approximations and provide bounds which are obtained with high probability.

Our approach amalgamates ideas from three recent but apparently unrelated devel-

opments in numerical linear algebra and machine learning, which we briefly outline

below.

There has been an increasing literature on approximating a matrix B of order

n � n by BΩ where Ω is a matrix with random entries of order n � d with d    n

(Halko et al., 2011). Originally motivated by Johnson Lindenstrauss transforms

(Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984), these results have been used in a host of ap-

plication areas, including compressive sensing (Donoho, 2006; Candès et al., 2006)

and approximate Gaussian process regression (Banerjee et al., 2013b). Typically

Ω is populated by random entries, such as draws from Gaussian or Rademacher

distributions. The product BΩ involves Opn2dq flops and can be itself expensive.

Recent developments have shown that structured random matrices, such as random

Hadamard transforms, may improve the efficiency significantly, bringing down the

number of flops required to the order of n log d (Woolfe et al., 2008). In our case,

we show that with certain classes of structured random matrices, Ω of order n � d,

we have that KΩ has approximately the same column space as that of K (in a sense

to be made precise later), and that the product KΩ may be computed efficiently.

In addition, such structured random matrices spread the information of the matrix

K, so that we obtain bounds on the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of KΩ,

implying that approximate decompositions using KΩ are almost entirely devoid of

usual inaccuracies arising from numerical conditioning.

Having efficiently obtained a tall skinny matrix KΩ from the square positive def-

inite matrix K, we now consider recent developments which show that QR decompo-

sitions of such tall skinny matrices may be done efficiently in parallel (Constantine
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and Gleich, 2011; Agullo et al., 2010). The key idea is to partition the tall matrix

into blocks and efficiently combine QR decomposition of each of these blocks. The

main considerations are the choice of the number of blocks and column size d of the

projection matrix Ω, which regulate computation time and accuracy. We provide

some theoretical pointers while empirically demonstrating gains achieved on modest

architectures. Approximate QR decompositions are useful in obtaining other ap-

proximate matrix decompositions, such as approximate spectral decompositions or

matrix products. Several recent articles have focused on these issues and Halko et al.

(2011) provides an excellent review for algorithms which switch between approximate

decompositions. For illustration, we focus on the scenario when the principal inter-

est is in evaluating a Gaussian type likelihood and fine tune the algorithms in this

context. We finally consider performance versus other competitors.

3.3 Notational Preliminaries

We begin with some notations which we shall use through the rest of the article. In

general we will represent matrices in the upper case, A,B etc and row or column

vectors in the lower case, a, b etc. We shall use Frobenius and spectral matrix norms:

}A}F �
b°

i,j api, jq2 and }A}2 � maxt}Ax} : }x} � 1u respectively, with the

notation }A}ψ to imply the conclusion holds for both norms. We begin with a real-

valued positive definite matrix K P Rn�n and kpi, jq will denote the pi, jqth element

of K. A spectral decomposition of K � UDUT can be partitioned as,

K � �
Um Upn�mq

� � Dm 0
0 Dpn�mq

� �
Um Upn�mq

�T
.

Since K is positive definite, the eigenvalues are positive and we assume without loss

of generality that the diagonal matrix D of eigenvalues contains them in descending

order of magnitude and the eigenvector matrix U is orthonormal. Dm is therefore the
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matrix containing the m largest eigenvalues and Um the corresponding eigenvector

matrix. By the Eckart Young theorem (Stewart, 1993), the best rank m approxima-

tion Km to K in terms of minimizing }K �Km}ψ is given by Km � UmDmU
T
m.

We shall focus on the case where the matrix K has fast decaying eigenvalues.

Some examples of problems where this happens is in large least squares optimization

problems, }Ax� b}, with K � ATA, or with K being a covariance matrix generated

for a Gaussian process at a dense set of locations with a smooth covariance function

(Banerjee et al., 2013b; Drineas et al., 2011). For some of our results, we will assume

that eigenvalues of K decay at an exponential rate, by which we assume that there

exists positive constants λ1, λ2 such that di,i ¤ λ1e
λ2i@i. λ1, λ2 shall be referred to

as the proportionality and rate constants of exponential decay respectively.

An important consideration in this article will be the numerical stability of the

algorithms and decompositions. One way in which the stability of a matrix decom-

position can be measured is by how well the matrix in question is conditioned. The

condition number of a positive semidefinite matrix A is given by cpAq � σl{σs, where

σl, σs are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the matrix respectively. For the

positive definite matrix K it would be cpKq � dp1, 1q{dpn, nq.

3.4 The Main Algorithm

Our fast approximate inversion algorithm uses three different ideas from numerical

techniques and randomized linear algebra. The first is to approximate the spectrum

of the large matrix K by post-multiplying it with a random matrix Ω, the second

is to consider incorporating special structure in the random matrix Ω for faster

evaluation of the product and lastly, blocking strategies, to enable computation of

decomposition of the product KΩ on multicore architectures.
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3.4.1 Column space approximation

As mentioned, we shall be considering positive definite matrices K with very fast

decaying spectrums. In section §4, we provide theoretical justification to show that

eigenvalues of positive definite matrices, produced as discrete realizations of a wide

class of positive definite kernels, decay very fast. For a positive definite matrix K

with fast decaying spectrums, it is reasonable to expect that if Ω is a n�r matrix with

r ! n, populated with independent entries, then the product KΩ will capture most

of the information in K, or approximate the column space of K. Such approximation

schemes have been in focus in the rapidly expanding field of randomized linear algebra

(refer to Halko et al. (2011) for a review). Banerjee et al. (2013b) consider this

method in the context of approximations for Gaussian processes for large data sets.

In general, it is difficult to measure the amount of information captured in KΩ from

K. One way to do this is to consider the generalized projection of K onto KΩ and

then consider differences. Letting Q be an orthonormal basis for the column space

of KΩ, we may consider the error, }K � QQTK}ψ, where QTQ � I, by virtue of

orthonormality. In general, we may consider an approximation scheme with two

objectives in mind.

1. Fix a target rank m and try to minimize the matrix norm error when using Ω

having the target rank.

2. Fix a target matrix norm error ε and try to achieve that error with high prob-

ability with the smallest possible Ω.

We shall consider each of objectives in our projection approximation designs.

The simplest possible choice for the random matrix Ω is a submatrix of columns

from the n � n identity matrix (this submatrix is sometimes called a permutation

submatrix, denoted by P ). This amounts to choosing r columns at random from the
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matrix K. Low rank approximations using a submatrix have been explored in a va-

riety of contexts, including subset of regressors (Quinonero Candela and Rasmussen,

2005) and least squares (Drineas et al., 2011). With the advent of compressive sens-

ing (Donoho, 2006; Candès et al., 2006), it has been shown that instead of restricting

Ω to permutation submatrices, more general random matrices often have better per-

formance (Drineas et al., 2011). Common choices of the random matrix Ω, which

have been used in the compressive sensing and matrix approximation literature are:

1. elements of Ω are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random

variables appropriately scaled,

2. elements of Ω are independent and identically distributed Rademacher vari-

ables,

3. elements of Ω are independently sampled from the uniform distribution on the

unit sphere.

In general it has been shown that most choices, based on sampling from a centered

distribution and then appropriately scaling, work in achieving accurate error bounds

with high probability (Candès et al., 2006).

3.4.2 Approximations via structured random matrices

The biggest drawback of the approximation techniques in §3.4.1 is that the matrix

product KΩ may itself be prohibitively expensive Opn2rq for very large K. Instead

we may form the random matrix Ω such that the product KΩ can be evaluated

faster, exploiting properties of the structured distribution.

Definition 1. We shall call a random matrix a structured random matrix if it is of

the form Ω � cRTP , where
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• c is an appropriate scaling constant, such that the columns of Ω are orthonor-

mal,

• R is an n�n diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are independent Rademacher

entries,

• T is an n� n appropriate orthogonal transform, facilitating the fast multiply,

• P is an n� r permutation submatrix.

There are different choices of orthogonal transforms we may use, all of which

facilitate the fast multiply, examples for T being the discrete Fourier matrix, discrete

cosine matrix, discrete Hartley matrix or the Walsh-Hadamard matrix. The Walsh-

Hadamard matrix in particular has been in focus in recent literature (Tropp, 2011)

and tight bounds on the approximation accuracy have been obtained. The Walsh

Hadamard matrix of order n� n is defined as,

Hn �
�
Hn

2
Hn

2

Hn
2

�Hn
2

�
with H2 �

�
1 1
1 �1

�
.

The Walsh-Hadamard and discrete Fourier transforms have some optimality with

respect to preserving matrix coherence (Tropp, 2011; Boutsidis and Gittens, 2012),

but a disadvantage is Walsh-Hadamard transforms exist only for positive integers

which are powers of 2, while the discrete Fourier transforms may involve com-

plex numbers. The alternatives, Hartley and discrete cosine transforms while being

marginally suboptimal do not have these problems (Avron et al., 2010). In the fol-

lowing section, we formalize the theoretical setting and describe probabilistic error

bounds for column space approximations using transforms with general orthonormal

matrices (therefore valid for any of the aforementioned transforms).
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3.4.3 Blocked decompositions for parallelization

Our focus has been on obtaining a low rank rectangular matrix K̂ of order n � r,

with r ! n, as an approximation to K, such that the column space of K̂ is very close

to the column space of K. To measure the approximation error, we used the error

in column space approximation via projection, measured as, ||K �QQTK}ψ, where

Q is an orthogonal basis for the column space of K̂. Such a Q is typically obtained

from the QR decomposition of K̂, where Q is an n � r matrix with orthonormal

columns and R is an upper triangular matrix (lower triangular in some conventions).

Obtaining a QR decomposition of an n � r matrix has computational cost Opnr2q.
With the matrix multiplication for forming KΩ, the eventual computational cost is

Opn2rq (for n " r), which may be too expensive for very large n.

To further reduce computational burden, we may consider parallelizing the com-

putations. Matrix multiplication is trivially parallelizable, while most matrix decom-

positions are not (Choi et al., 1994). State-of-the-art linear algebra algorithms, for

example in ScaLAPACK routines (Blackford et al., 1997), QR, Cholesky or SV D

decompositions, involve dense manipulations of the whole matrix, which are not par-

allelizable or cannot be blocked. In addition to computational cost, storing the full

matrix K̂ may be problematic in terms of memory requirements for very large n.

However, in our case, we are interested in the QR decomposition of a tall matrix,

number of rows being much greater than the number of columns, for which block-

ing strategies have been recently developed, exploiting modern parallel computing

platforms like MapReduce. We elaborate on the blocking strategies next.

For notational clarity assume that n � 8r and consider a partition of K̂,

K̂ �

�
���
K1

K2

K3

K4

�
���
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In the above each Ki is of size 2r�r. Denote the QR factorization of the small matrix

Ki � QiRi. Along the lines of the TSQR factorization presented in Constantine and

Gleich (2011) we consider the following blocked factorization,

�
���
K1

K2

K3

K4

�
��� �

�
���
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

�
���

�
���
R1

R2

R3

R4

�
��� � Qb

1R
b
1 (3.1)

Each of the small matrices Qi being orthogonal, the left factor of the decomposition

in (3.1), Qb
1, is formed by stacking the small matrices Qi as diagonal blocks, in an

orthogonal matrix. It is also an orthogonal basis for the column space of K̂ and in

many application areas it suffices to work with Qb
1. In some other applications, we

may require evaluation of the product Qb
1x, where x is some vector of order r � 1,

which can be evaluated in a similar blocked fashion, utilizing the small Qi’s. The

matrix Rb
1, formed by stacking the small upper triangular matrices Ri, is not upper

triangular and hence the decomposition Qb
1R

b
1 is not a QR decomposition of K̂.

To achieve the QR decomposition of K̂ consider the following sequence of blocked

decompositions for Rb
1,

�
���
R1

R2

R3

R4

�
��� �

�
Q5

Q6

� �
R5

R6

�
� Qb

2R
b
2, (3.2)

and finally the QR decomposition of the 2r � r matrix Rb
2,

�
R5

R6

�
� Qb

3R
b
3, (3.3)

where we can give the final QR decomposition of K̂ as,

K̂ � pQb
1Q

b
2Q

b
3qRb

3 � Q̂Rb
3. (3.4)
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Rb
3 by virtue of the construction is an upper triangular matrix, while Q̂, a product

of orthogonal matrices is itself orthogonal. A similar iteration can be carried out

for any n, r by appropriately adjusting the block sizes. In some instances, if only

pRb
3q�1 is required, the matrix product for forming Q̂ need not be evaluated at all.

On the other hand, if a product of the form Q̂Tx is required for some some vector x,

the entire product maybe evaluated via blocking. We give more details about such

strategies in our examples.

There are other ways of constructing a sequence of small blocked QR decompo-

sitions leading to a QR decomposition of the tall matrix K̂. The scheme presented

in (3.4) is the one allowing for maximum assimilation of computations at the same

time. Depending on the architecture being used, this may not be the most optimal

choice. Below we present another analogous blocked QR scheme, which allows for

lesser number of computations to be carried on simultaneously, but possibly uses

lesser communication between units of a multicore architecture. Assume, again for

notational clarity that n � 8r. The matrix K̂ is now partitioned into 8 blocks,

tKiu8
i�1 of size r � r each. We operate on tKiu4

i�1 and tKiu8
i�5 simultaneously, via a

sequence of small QR decompositions in the following manner,

�
�����������

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

K6

K7

K8

�
�����������
�

�
���
Q1

I
I

I

�
���

�
� Q2

I
I

�
��

Q3

I

�
Q4R4

�
���
Q5

I
I

I

�
���

�
� Q6

I
I

�
��

Q7

I

�
Q8R8,

(3.5)

where, Q1R1 is the orthogonal matrix from the QR decomposition of K1, Q2 is from

the QR decomposition of

�
R1

K2

�
, etc and I denotes identity matrix of appropri-
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ate size. The matrices R1, R2 . . . are intentionally omitted from (3.5) for clarity.

Analogously Q5, Q6, . . . are obtained from the partition tKiu8
i�5. To complete the

decomposition, we make another QR decomposition of

�
R4

R8

�
. This alternative

blocking scheme involves minimum communication between units of the multicore

architecture. The optimal schemes will usually be a mixture of the strategies (3.2)

and (3.5). For more variants of blocking algorithms to get QR decompositions for

tall matrices, we refer the readers to Constantine and Gleich (2011); Agullo et al.

(2010).

We now consider the theoretical gains possible from the blocked algorithm, while

considering block size. Consider the ideal scenario, when there is no overhead or

communication cost and each unit of the multicore architecture has equal speed. We

consider the strategy corresponding to (3.2). Each of the small QR decompositions

involve an 2r � r matrix, which has Opr3q cost. At the first iteration, as in (3.2),

using the same number of units as the number of blocks, say b, we can perform all

the computations in Opr3q. In fact, it is easy to see that the computational order

of Opr3q holds true for each of the subsequent iterations. The total number of iter-

ations needed, following the first strategy would be tlog2pbqu � 1, which brings the

total computational cost to Oplog2pbqr3q for the QR of K̂. Forming the product

KΩ and additional matrix multiplications (which will almost always be needed in

applications after the QR decomposition), bring the cost to Opn2rq without par-

allelization, whereas with the blocking algorithm, provided we perform the matrix

multiplications with the same blocked structure, we achieve the whole computation

in Oplog2pbqr3q. Following the first strategy and from the above discussion, in the

ideal scenario, the number of blocks to be used is b � t n
2r

u � 1. The theoretical

possible maximum speed-up, assuming no communication cost, is Op b2

log2pbq
q, where

we measure the speed-up from Amdahl’s equation (Mattson et al., 2005), as pro-
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portion of speed of the unparallelized computations to the speed of the parallelized

computations.

3.5 Theory: Motivating results and approximation error bounds

3.5.1 Fast decay of spectrum of large positive definite matrices

In this subsection we derive some motivating results justifying our assertion in §3.1

that positive definite matrices obtained as dense discrete realizations of positive

definite kernels will have a very fast decaying spectrum, enabling us to obtain good

approximations using much lower rank matrices. The ideas are not entirely new,

we adapt abstract results from theory of integral equations and stochastic series

expansions to our context. To prepare the background, we start with the well-known

Mercer’s theorem for positive definite functions.

Definition 2. Let D be a compact metric space and C a function, C : D�D Ñ R�Y
t0u. C is said to be positive definite if for all n, scalars c1, . . . , cn P R and x1, . . . , xn P
D, we have

°
i

°
j ci cj Cpxi, xjq ¡ 0. It follows trivially from the definition that if

K is an n� n matrix with kpi, jq � cpxi, xjq for x1, . . . , xn P D, then K is a positive

definite matrix.

With this definition, we give the following version of Mercer’s theorem for the

positive definite function Cp�, �q (Kühn, 1987),

Theorem 3 (Mercer’s theorem). For every positive definite function Cp�, �q defined

from D � D Ñ R� Y t0u, where D is a compact metric space, there exists a real

valued scalar sequence, tλiu P l1, λ1 ¥ λ2 ¥ . . . ¥ 0 and an orthonormal sequence of

functions, tφip�qu P L2pDq, φip�q : D Ñ R, such that,

Cpx1, x2q �
¸
iPN

λiφipx1qφipx2q,

@x1, x2 P D and this sequence converges in the mean square sense and uniformly in

D.
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We omit the the proof of this theorem and refer the readers to (Kühn, 1987).Mer-

cer’s theorem is a generalization of the spectral decomposition for matrices extended

to functions. tλiu, tφp�qu are referred to as the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions respec-

tively of Cp�, �q. Alternatively, suppose D � Rd and considering Lebesgue measure,

we have the following integral equation for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, anal-

ogous to the definition of matrix eigenvalues and eigenfunctions,

λiφipyq �
»
D

Cpx, yqφipxqdx, (3.6)

@x P D, i P N.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Cp�, �q can be approximated using the eigen-

values and eigenvectors of the positive definite matrix K, obtained by evaluating

Cp�, �q at any set of n locations x1, . . . xn P D. To see this, consider a discrete ap-

proximation of the integral equation (3.6), using the points x1, . . . , xn, with equal

weights in the quadrature rule,

λiφipyq � 1

n

ņ

j�1

Cpxj, yqφipxjq (3.7)

Substituting y � x1, . . . , xn in (3.7) we get a system of linear equations which is

equivalent to the matrix eigenproblem, KU i � dpi, iqU i, i � 1, . . . , n, where U i is the

ith row of the eigenvector matrix U . This approximation is related to the Galerkin

method for integral equations and the Nystrom approximation (Baker and Baker,

1977; Delves and Mohamed, 1988). It also corresponds to finite truncation of the

expansion from the Mercer’s theorem. In general it can be shown that dpi, iq{n and
?
nupi, jq converge to λi and φipxjq respectively as nÑ 8 (Baker and Baker, 1977).

The accuracy of the finite truncation of the Mercer expansion has been in recent

focus and error bounds have been obtained depending on the degree of smoothness of

the positive definite function (Todor, 2006; Schwab and Todor, 2006), in the context

of stochastic uncertainty quantification. To borrow from these ideas and adapt the
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abstract results in our case, we begin with definitions quantifying the smoothness of

the covariance functions.

Definition 3. Let Cp�, �q be a positive definite function on D � D, where D is a

compact metric space. We call Cp�, �q piecewise Sobolev pp, qq smooth, for some p, q P
N, if there exists a finite disjoint partition tDj, j P Ju of D, with D � YjPJDj, such

that for any pair pj1, j2q P J , Cp�, �q is Sobolev pp, qq on Dj2 �Dj2.

Definition 4. Let Cp�, �q be a positive definite function on D � D, where D is a

compact metric space. We call Cp�, �q piecewise analytic smooth, for some p, q P N, if

there exists a finite disjoint partition tDj, j P Ju of D, with D � YjPJDj, such that

for any pair pj1, j2q P J , Cp�, �q is analytic on Dj2 �Dj2.

Commonly used covariance functions such as the squared exponential, Cpx, yq �
c1expp�c2}x�y}2q and the Matern function, depending on the value of the parameter

ν, fall into one of the above categories. In fact the squared exponential function is

Sobolev smooth on any compact domain and we can give stronger results for decay

of its eigenvalues.

Using the couple of definitions categorizing smoothness, we give the following

result, which is analogous to a functional version of the Eckart-Young theorem.

Lemma 4. Let D � Rd. For any m P N, and let Fm be an m dimensional closed

subspace of positive definite functions on D �D, where by m dimensional we mean

that D sequence of orthonormal function tψjp�qumj�1 on D such thattψ2
j p�qumj�1 spans

Fm, with positive coefficients by virtue of positive definiteness. Let CFmp�, �q be the

projection of Cp�, �q onto Fm, and infimum of the errors in approximating Cp�, �q by

m dimensional functions P Fm, ie Em � infFmt}C � CFm}2, Cm P Fmu. Then,

(i) If Cp�, �q is piecewise Sobolev pp, qq @pp, qq D for each s ¡ 1, a positive constant

cs depending only on Cp�, �q, s, such that Em ¤ cs
°
j¥m j

�s. Henceforth we call this
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bound Es
m.

(ii) If Cp�, �q is piecewise analytic D , positive constants c1, c2 depending only on

Cp�, �q, such that Em ¤ cs
°
j¥m c1 expc2m

1{d
. Henceforth we call this bound Ea

m.

Proof. Let the Mercer expansion for Cpx, yq be
°
j¥1 λjφjpxqφjpyq. Define a random

function, fpxq � °
j¥1 ηjλjφjpxq, where ηj are independent standard normal random

variables. Let CFmpx, yq �
°m
j�1 θjψjpxqψjpyq corresponding to the basis tψ2p�qumj�1

for Fm. Similar to f , corresponding to CFmp�, �q, define a random function, fFmpxq �°
j¥1 ζjθjψjpxq, where ζj’s are independent random normal variables. Defining }f �

fFm} � Epf � fFmq2, and applying theorem 2.7 in Schwab and Todor (2006), we get

that, Em � °
j¥m λj. Then the result follows by applications of Corollary 3.3 and

Proposition 3.5 in Todor (2006).

The above lemma quantifies the finite truncation accuracy of the Mercer theorem

for smooth kernels. The bounds obtained are optimal and in general cannot be

improved. The spaces Fm’s can be made more general to encompass all square

integrable bivariate functions, but the proof becomes more involved in that case and

we omit it for the sake of brevity. In case of the squared exponential kernel, which is

smooth of all orders, the finite truncation is even sharper and we give the following

corollary for it:

Corollary 5. Let Cpx, yq � θ1 exp�θ2}x�y}
2
, for x, y P D, compact � Rd and θ1, θ2 ¡

0. Using all notations as in lemma 4, D positive constant cθ1,θ2 such that Em ¤

cθ1,θ2
°
j¥m

θj
1{d

2

Γpj1{d{2q
. Henceforth we shall call this bound Ee

r .

The proof is exactly similar to the proof of Lemma 4 and an application of

Proposition 3.6 in Todor (2006).
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We now describe some results relating to the matrix eigenvalues, using the strength

of Lemma 4 above.

Theorem 6. Let K be the n � n positive definite matrix with kpi, jq � Cpxi, xjq,
with xi, xj P tx1, . . . , xnu � D � Rd, compact. Also let K � UDUT be the spectral

decomposition of K. Then,

(i) If Cp�, �q is piecewise Sobolev smooth @pp, qq, then D for each s ¡ 1, a positive

constant cs depending only on Cp�, �q, s, such that dpm,mq ¤ n c�sm�s.

(ii) If Cp�, �q is piecewise analytic, then D positive constants c1, c2 depending only on

Cp�, �q, such that dpm,mq ¤ n c1 expc2m
1{d

(iii) In particular, for a squared exponential kernel, Cpx, yq � θ1 exp�θ2}x�y}
2 D pos-

itive constant cθ1,θ2 such that dpm,mq ¤ n cθ1,θ2
θm

1{d

2

Γpm1{d{2q
.

Proof. We begin with the discrete approximate solution of the integral equation,

using the Galerkin technique, described in equation (3.7). Note that this method

coincides with the Raleigh-Ritz method with the identity matrix in Baker and Baker

(1977), since Cp�, �q is symmetric positive definite. Applying then theorem 3.31 on

page 322 of Baker and Baker (1977), we have dpm,mq ¤ nλm, where λm is the

mth eigenvalue from the Mercer expansion of Cp�, �q. The result then follows by a

straight-forward application of Lemma 4 above and Corollary 3.3, Proposition 3.5 in

Todor (2006). For the squared exponential kernel, it is straightforward application

of Corollary 5 above and Proposition 3.6 in Todor (2006).

This theorem shows that for most covariance functions, the positive definite ma-

trices that are generated by their finite realizations have eigenvalues that decay

extremely fast, which was our assertion at the start of the section. In the simulated

experiments we compute eigenvalues of some such covariance kernels and show that

empirical results support our theory.
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3.5.2 Approximation accuracy and condition numbers

We now present some results regarding the accuracy of our approximation algorithms.

We shall be concerned with the column space approximation error, when we use

K̂ � Ω instead of K, measured as }K � QQTK}ψ, where Ω is a structured random

matrix as in definition 1 and Q is orthonormal basis for the columns of K̂. Such a

Q can be obtained from the QR decomposition of K̂.

Theorem 7. Let K be the n�n positive definite matrix with kpi, jq � Cpxi, xjq, with

xi, xj P tx1, . . . , xnu � D � Rd, compact. Let Ω be an n�r structured random matrix

as formulated in definition 1 and Q be the left factor from the QR decomposition of

KΩ. Choose r, k such that 4r?k�?8 ln kns2 lnK ¤ r ¤ n. With probability at least

p1�Op1{kqq, the following hold true,

(i) If Cp�, �q is piecewise Sobolev smooth @pp, qq, then (a) }K � QQTK}2 ¤ p1 �a
7n{rqcsr�s, where cs is a positive constant depending on s for any s ¡ 1; (b)

}K �QQTK}F ¤ p1�a
7n{rqEs

r .

(ii) If Cp�, �q is piecewise analytic, then (a) }K�QQTK}2 ¤ np1�a7n{rqc1 expc2m
1{d

,

where c1, c2 are positive constants ; (b) }K �QQTK}F ¤ np1�a
7n{rqEa

r .

(iii) In particular, for a squared exponential kernel, Cpx, yq � θ1 exp�θ2}x�y}
2
, then

(a) }K � QQTK}2 ¤ p1 �a
7n{rqcθ1,θ2 θm

1{d

2

Γpm1{d{2q
, where cθ1,θ2 is a positive constant

depending on θ1, θ2; (b) }K �QQTK}F ¤ p1�a
7n{rqEe

r ,

where Es
r , E

a
r , E

e
r are bounds as in Theorem 4 and Corollary 5.

Proof. First note that,

PK̂ � ppK̂qT K̂q�pK̂qT ,

where ppK̂qT K̂q� denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of ppK̂qT K̂q. Let QkRk denote
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the QR decomposition of K̂, so that we have,

PK̂K � pRT
kQ

T
kQkRkq�1QkRkK

� R�1
k QT

kK.

Let Kr be the best rank r approximation to K and let the spectral decomposition

of K � UDUT . Then from the Eckart-Young theorem, }K � Km}2 � dpr, rq and

}K�Km}2 �
°n
j�r dpj, jq. The result then follows by an application of our Theorem

6 and Theorem 11.2 in Halko et al. (2011).

In addition to providing accurate column space approximations, these orthogo-

nal transforms spread the information of the matrix K and improve its conditioning,

while preserving its geometry. By preserving the geometry, we mean preserving the

norms of the eigenvectors - we explore more of this aspect empirically in the sim-

ulations. Any low rank approximation improves the conditioning, but it has been

shown (Boutsidis and Gittens, 2012; Avron et al., 2010) that projections using the

orthogonal transforms as above, improve conditioning substantially beyond what is

achieved by just using any low rank approximation with high probability in special

cases. Halko et al. (2011); Boutsidis and Gittens (2012) obtain bounds on the eigen-

values of AΩ where Ω is a structured random matrix and A is orthogonal. We are

in interested in the stability of the numerical system, K̂R�1
k , as explained in the in-

troduction of this chapter, where the QR decomposition of K̂ � QkRk. We present

the following result, without proof, trivially modifying results from Boutsidis and

Gittens (2012); Avron et al. (2010),

Theorem 8. Fix 0   ε   p1{3q and choose 0   δ   1, r such that 6ε2raprq �a
8 lnn{δs2 ln 2n{δ ¤ r ¤ n. Then with probability at least 1 � 2δ, we have the

condition number of the linear system of interest, cpKR�1
k q ¤

b
1�ε
1�ε

.
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This improvement in conditioning number causes huge improvement in learning

algorithms over other competing approaches as we demonstrate later.

3.6 Illustrations

3.6.1 Simulation Examples

We begin with empirical investigation into the eigenvalue decays of matrices realized

from commonly used covariance kernels. We consider an equispaced grid of 100

points in r0, 1s, to generate the 100 � 100 covariance matrices with 100 positive

eigenvalues. We start with such a moderate size, 100, to illustrate that even for this

small size, eigenvalues decay extremely fast, as was hypothesized and theoretically

proven earlier.

This first one we use is the squared exponential kernel,

Cpx, yq � θ1 exp�θ2}x�y}
2

The parameter θ1 is a scaling parameter and does not change the eigendirections. In

our present simulation, we set θ1 � 1. The parameter θ2 controls the smoothness

of the covariance, as it decays with the distance }x � y}. We consider a range of θ2

values, 0.05, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 10, respectively, considering negligible decay with distance

and very fast decay with distance. The plot of the eigenvalues is shown in figure 3.1.

The figure shows similar rates of decay across the range of values of the smoothness

parameter θ2. Depending on the smoothness parameter, the value of the largest

eigenvalue changes by several orders, but in all cases, by the 10th largest eigenvalue,

the sequence has approximately converged to 0, which indicates that for a low rank

approximation, a choice of rank 10 would be sufficient for our purposes.

This second one we use is the Matern covariance kernel (Williams and Rasmussen,

1996),

Cpx, yq � θ1
1

Γpνq2ν�1

�?
2ν
}x� y}
θ2

�ν

Bν

�?
2ν
}x� y}
θ2

�
,
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where Bν is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. The parameter θ1 is

a scaling parameter and does not change the eigendirections, analogous to θ1 of the

squared exponential kernel. In our present simulation, we set θ1 � 1, θ2 � 1. The

parameter ν controls the smoothness of the covariance, analogous to the parameter

θ2 of the squared exponential kernel. As a special case, as ν Ñ 8, we obtain

the squared exponential kernel. In typical spatial applications, ν is considered to be

within r0.5, 3s, as the data are rarely informative about the smoothness levels beyond

these. We consider a range of ν values, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, respectively, considering

negligible decay with distance and very fast decay with distance. The plot of the

eigenvalues is shown in figure 3.2. The figure shows similar rates of decay across the

range of values of the smoothness parameter ν, exactly as exhibited with the squared

exponential kernel. Once again, a low rank approximation of rank 10 would suffice

in this case for approximating the 100� 100 matrix.

Using the same set of simulations, we compute conditioning numbers, in turn

for each of the covariance kernels. We compute the conditioning number of the

the full 100 � 100 covariance matrix and its best rank m approximations for m �
5, 10, 15, 20, 50 respectively. Results for the squared exponential kernel are tabulated

in table 3.1 and for the Matern covariance kernel in table 3.2. The full covariance

matrix is extremely ill-conditioned in each case, the best rank m approximations

improve the conditioning, as is to be expected. Even with the best rank m approxi-

mations, the conditioning numbers are still very large indicating very unstable linear

systems. In the table we omit the exact digits for the very large numbers and just

indicate their orders in terms of powers of 10. In case of the squared exponential

kernel, condition numbers decrease from left to right and from top to bottom. This

pattern is in general not true for the condition numbers of the Matern kernel, whose

condition numbers are several orders smaller than that for the squared exponential

but still to large for it to be stable linear systems. In general for the Matern kernel,
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as ν becomes larger, the kernel becomes smoother, the condition numbers are larger

and the eigenvalues decay faster.

We next move to the simulations to consider the effect of blocking and gain in

efficiency from parallelization. For large sample sizes, we will get very poor and time

consuming inverse estimates, as demonstrated by the large conditioning numbers

from the simulations of the previous section. To circumvent this, we start there-

fore with a known spectral decomposition and apply our approximations, pretending

that the decomposition was unknown. We consider the known spectral decompo-

sition as K � EDET , where E is an orthonormalized matrix with randomly gen-

erated iid Gaussian entries. D is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues in decreasing

order or magnitude and for this simulation example we assume exponential decay

with scale � 1 and rate 0.01. We generate this covariance matrix K for sample

sizes n � 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000 respectively and apply our blocked approximate

inversion algorithm. For the random matrix Ω used for the projection, we use three

different choices, a matrix with scaled iid standard Gaussian entries, a structured

random Hartley transform and a structured random discrete cosine transform. We

have a total 64 cores at our disposal and to get a flavor of the gains possible by

parallelization, we use 8, 16, 32, 64 cores in turn and measure the gain in efficiency

as the ratio of time taken to the time for the algorithm without parallelization.

We report the gain in efficiency in figure 3.3. The figure reveals the efficiency gain

by using the blocked algorithm. It shows that efficiency gain increases with number

of cores in the larger sample sizes. Specifically when the sample size is 50, 000, it

seems that more than 64 cores could have further increased the efficiency. The gains

reported are obviously lower than the theoretical maximum possible gains, but are

still substantial and have potential of further increase with larger number of cores in

huge sample sizes.
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3.6.2 Real data examples

We consider a real data examples with a very large data set, to demonstrate the large

data handling power and efficiency gain via our approach. We consider subsets of

the actual data available and variables such that the data fit into a Gaussian process

framework.

The example we consider is a subset of the Sloan sky digital survey (Stoughton

et al., 2007). In the survey, redshift and photometric measurements were made for

a very large number of galaxies. The photometric measurements consist of 5 band

measurements and are available for most of the galaxies, while the redshift measure-

ments are not available for a large number of galaxies due to spectroscopy constraints.

The main interest is therefore in predicting the red-shifts, given the other 5 mea-

surements. For this example we consider a subset comprising of 180, 000 galaxies,

whose photometric measurements and red-shift measurements are known. We hold

out 30, 000 galaxies and pretend that redshifts are unknown for these galaxies, while

using the remaining 150, 000 to train our Gaussian process model.

For the computations we use both a squared exponential kernel and a Matern

kernel. The data are scaled and centered before calculations so that we are not

concerned with inference regarding the θ1 parameters for the covariance kernel. For

the Matern kernel, we use a discrete uniform prior for the parameter ν based on

100 equispaced points on the grid r0.5, 3s. For the squared exponential kernel, we

use a 100 trials, each having a random selection 1, 000 points from the training set

to set a band for θ2, to estimate range of covariance of the data. It appears that

it is sufficient to consider θ2 in the range r0.05, 1s. We therefore use a grid on 100

uniformly spaced points in r0.05, 1s and analogous to the prior for ν, place a discrete

uniform prior on θ2 of the squared exponential kernel.

For data sets of this size it becomes extremely inefficient to use predictive pro-
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cesses or knot based approaches per se, without blocking or parallelization and knot

selection is almost practically infeasible to attempt. We work with the modified

predictive processes approach of Finley et al. (2009), without knot selection as com-

petitors to our approach. The modified predictive processes is conceptually equiva-

lent to the fully independent training conditional approach (Quinonero Candela and

Rasmussen, 2005) or the Gaussian process approximation with pseudo inputs, with

(Snelson and Ghahramani, 2006), with the same priors for the parameters as our

approach, so that the only difference is in the way the covariance inversion is done.

For each of the approaches, including ours, one issue is how to select rank of the

approximate projections. We use an approximate estimate of the covariance decay

to come up with the low rank projection to be used. To calculate this we select 1, 000

data points spread out across the training set, in the following approximate manner,

first select the pair of points which are most distant from each other, then select the

point which is almost equidistant from the pair selected, and so on, till we have a well

spread out selection. Here distance is measured as the Euclidean distance between

the 5 variate photometric measurement vectors. Using these 1, 000 data points, we

calculate the prior covariance matrix, using the Gaussian covariance kernel and the

Matern kernel for each value of the smoothness parameter on its grid of values (Our

simulation examples have revealed that the decay of eigenvalues depends on this

smoothing parameter). We then estimate the rank such that Frobenius norm error

in using the best low rank approximation from the Eckart Young theorem for the

full covariance matrix would be no more than 0.001 (bearing in mind that this is

an estimate of the best possible error, actual error in different projections will be

more). In the computations for our approach, we use a different random projection

to the targeted rank for each grid value of the smoothing parameter, while for the

knot based approaches, a different random selection of knots is used.

For our approach, we use 3 different choices of the projection matrix Ω, a matrix
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with scaled iid standard Gaussian entries, a structured random matrix with the

Hartley transform and a structure random matrix with the discrete cosine transform.

We use blocking as in our main algorithm for each of the three types of projection

matrices on all 64 cores of the distributed computing structure. The knot based

approach has no obvious method of blocking or for it to be used on a grid computing

environment. The MCMC algorithm in each case is run for 10, 000 iterations, with

the first 2, 000 discarded as burn-in. Usual diagnostics do not show evidence of

non-convergence of the MCMC algorithms and we report the effective sample size

for the smoothing parameter as obtained from the CODA package in R Plummer

et al. (2006). Time taken by each method is computed and reported. The time

calculations are made by recording the exact CPU times for iterations, excluding the

time for Frobenius norm accuracy and conditioning number calculations and also

excluding the time taken to set up parallel Matlab workers via matlabpool. We

measure predictive accuracy, of the predictions in the hold out set, based on the

relative mean squared error.

We tabulate the results from the experiment in the table 3.3. The performance

of any of the projection based approaches is substantially better than the knot based

PP in terms of any of the parameters reported, predictive accuracy, time taken or the

effective sample size of the smoothing parameter. Time taken by the PP in case of this

large dataset was several days, as compared to a few hours for the blocked projection

approaches. The improvement in predictive accuracy can probably be attributed

to much better conditioned stable linear systems being used inherently and hence

improved inference. The discrete cosine transform and Hartley transform perform

marginally better than the random Gaussian projection, however the structured

random transforms show marked improvement in the time taken, possibly due to

the faster matrix multiplies. There is little to choose between the discrete cosine

transform or the discrete Hartley transform.
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3.7 Discussion

In this chapter we present a new method of blocked approximate inversion for large

positive definite matrices, using subsampled random orthogonal transforms, moti-

vated by several recent developments in random linear algebra. The blocking strat-

egy comes from development of parallel QR algorithms for tall matrices and in our

case tall matrices are obtained from large positive definite matrices as the first pro-

jection step of a low rank approximation. We have also presented a comprehensive

set of theoretical results quantifying the decay of eigenvalues of covariance matrices,

which in turns helps bound the errors from the low rank projections. The examples

show marked improvement in terms of numerical stability, prediction accuracy and

efficiency and should be routinely applicable in a wide variety of scenarios.

One interesting future direction is the investigation of several structured random

projections taken together. One may break up a target rank into several parts, the

first of which is spent on a random projection, and the remaining pieces are learnt

through the direction of maximum accuracy. Both theoretical (finding projections

in the directions of maximum accuracy, which may be the direction of maximum

information descent) and empirical investigation of this issue is currently being in-

vestigated.

Table 3.1: Table of condition numbers for the squared exponential kernel for different
values of the smoothing parameter θ2 versus truncation levels, for truncating to
the best possible approximation according to the Eckart-Young theorem. The rows
represent the levels of truncation and the columns, the values of the smoothing
parameter.

θ1 � 0.05 θ2 � 0.5 θ2 � 1 θ2 � 1.5 θ2 � 2 θ2 � 10
full, m � 100 Op1020q Op1019q Op1019q Op1019q Op1018q Op1018q
m � 50 Op1017q Op1017q Op1017q Op1017q Op1017q Op1016q
m � 20 Op1017q Op1017q Op1016q Op1016q Op1016q Op1015q
m � 15 Op1017q Op1016q Op1016q Op1016q Op1016q Op1010q
m � 10 Op1016q Op1015q Op1013q Op1011q Op1010q Op105q
m � 5 Op109q Op106q Op104q Op104q Op103q 29.89
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Table 3.2: Table of condition numbers for the Matern kernel for different values
of the smoothing parameter ν versus truncation levels, for truncating to the best
possible approximation according to the Eckart-Young theorem. The rows represent
the levels of truncation and the columns, the values of the smoothing parameter.

ν � 0.5 ν � 1 ν � 1.5 ν � 2 ν � 2.5 ν � 3
full, m � 100
full, m � 100 Op103q Op105q Op107q Op109q Op1011q Op1013q
m � 50 Op103q Op105q Op106q Op108q Op109q Op1011q
m � 20 Op102q Op104q Op105q Op106q Op107q Op109q
m � 15 Op102q Op103q Op104q Op105q Op106q Op107q
m � 10 Op102q Op103q Op103q Op104q Op105q Op105q
m � 5 38.18 Op102q Op102q Op102q Op103q Op103q

Table 3.3: Results from the real data experiment. Columns are the type of experi-
ment, PP corresponds to the modified predictive process approach, RP corresponds
to the projection method with a Gaussian projection matrix, HP corresponds to
a structured random projection with the Hartley transform, HC corresponds to a
structured random projection with the discrete cosine transform. Time taken is
measured as relative time, taking the time taken by HC to be 1. RMSE is relative
mean squared error, ESS stands for effective sample size.

PP RP HP HC
RMSE, Sq Exp 70.63 19.87 14.64 15.72

Relative time, Sq Exp Op103q 10.79 1.57 1
Avg Condition No, Sq Exp Op107q Op103q Op102q Op102q

Avg Frobenius norm error, Sq Exp 0.55 0.04 0.07 0.05
ESS, Sq Exp 237 833 1991 1875

RMSE, Matern 35.61 21.27 20.83 20.97
Relative time, Matern Op104q 32.30 0.91 1

Avg Condition No, Matern Op104q Op103q Op102q Op102q
Avg Frobenius norm error, Matern 1.37 0.62 0.18 0.39

ESS, Matern 569 1322 1219 1794
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Figure 3.1: Decay of Eigenvalues: Panel representing decay of eigenvalues in the
squared exponential covariance kernel. We plot the 100 eigenvlaues in decreasing
order of magnitude, the x-axes represent the indices, the y-axes the eigenvalues. Top
left panel, top right, middle left, middle right, bottom left, bottom right are for
values of the smoothness parameter θ2 � 0.05, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,&10 respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Decay of Eigenvalues: Panel representing decay of eigenvalues in the
Matern covariance kernel. We plot the 100 eigenvlaues in decreasing order of mag-
nitude, the x-axes represent the indices, the y-axes the eigenvalues. Top left panel,
top right, middle left, middle right, bottom left, bottom right are for values of the
smoothness parameter ν � 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, &3 respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Gain in efficiency by using increasing number of cores in a parallel
computing environment: Top left panel, top right, bottom left, bottom right are for
sample sizes n � 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000 respectively. Superimposed on each panel
are the gains by using a Hartley transform (RH), discrete cosine transform (RC) and
a scaled random Gaussian projection (RP).
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4

Infinite tensor factorization priors for joint modeling

4.1 Summary

There is increasing interest in broad application areas in defining flexible joint models

for data having a variety of measurement scales, while also allowing data of complex

types, such as functions, images and documents. We consider a general framework

for nonparametric Bayes joint modeling through mixture models that incorporate

dependence across data types through a joint mixing measure. The mixing mea-

sure is assigned a novel infinite tensor factorization (ITF) prior that allows flexible

dependence in cluster allocation across data types. The ITF prior is formulated as

a tensor product of stick-breaking processes. Focusing on a convenient special case

corresponding to a Parafac factorization, we provide basic theory justifying the flex-

ibility of the proposed prior and resulting asymptotic properties. Focusing on ITF

mixtures of product kernels, we develop a Gibbs sampling algorithm for routine im-

plementation relying on slice sampling. The methods are compared with alternative

joint mixture models based on Dirichlet processes and related approaches through

simulations and real data applications.
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4.2 Introduction

There has been increasing emphasis in a broad variety of application areas on joint

modeling data of widely disparate types, including not only real numbers, counts

and categorical data but also more complex objects, such as functions, shapes, and

images. We refer to this general problem as mixed domain modeling (MDM), and

a rich variety of relevant methods have been proposed in the literature. Until re-

cently, the emphasis in the statistics literature was almost entirely on parametric

hierarchical models for joint modeling of mixed discrete and continuous data with-

out considering more complex object data. The two main strategies are to rely on

underlying Gaussian variable models (Muthen, 1984) or exponential family mod-

els, which incorporate shared latent variables in models for the different outcomes

(Sammel et al., 1997; Dunson, 2000, 2003). Recently, there have been a number of

articles using these models as building blocks in discrete mixture models relying on

Dirichlet processes (DPs) or closely-related variants (Cai et al., 2011; Song et al.,

2009; Yang and Dunson, 2010). DP mixtures for mixed domain modeling were also

considered by citetHB11,SN09,BD10 among others. Related approaches are increas-

ingly widely-used in broad machine learning applications, such as for joint modeling

of images and captions (Li et al., 2011), and have rapidly become a standard tool for

MDM. Although such models are quite flexible, and can accommodate joint modeling

with complicated objects such as functions (Bigelow and Dunson, 2009), we argue

in this article that they suffer from a key disadvantage that can be overcome with

next generation extensions of the DP to accommodate dependent object type-specific

clustering.

As motivation, we start by considering a simple bivariate setting p � 2 in which

data for subject i consist of yi � pyi1, yi2q1 P Y , with Y � Y1 b Y2, yi1 P Y1, and

yi2 P Y2 for i � 1, . . . , n. We desire a joint model in which yi � f , with f a
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probability measure characterizing the joint distribution. In particular, letting BpYq
denote an appropriate sigma-algebra of subsets of Y , f assigns probability fpBq to

each B P BpYq. We assume Y is a measurable Polish space, as we would like to

keep the domains Y1 and Y2 as general as possible to encompass not only subsets

of Euclidean space and the set of natural numbers but also function spaces that

may arise in modeling curves, surfaces, shapes and images. In many cases, it is not

at all straightforward to define a parametric joint measure, but there is typically

a substantial literature suggesting various choices for the marginals yi1 � f1 and

yi2 � f2 separately.

If we only had data for the jth variable, yij, then one possible strategy is to use

a mixture model in which

fjpBq �
»

Θj

KjpB; θjqdPjpθjq, B P BpYjq, (4.1)

where Kjp�; θjq is a probability measure on tY1,BpY1qu indexed by parameters θj P
Θj, Kj obeys a parametric law (e.g., Gaussian), and Pj is a probability measure over

tΘj,BpΘjqu. A nonparametric Bayesian approach is obtained by treating Pj as a

random probability measure and choosing an appropriate prior. By far the most

common choice is the Dirichlet process (Ferguson, 1973), which lets Pj � DP pαP0jq.
Under the Sethuraman (1994) stick-breaking representation, one then obtains

fjpBq �
8̧

h�1

πhKjpB; θ�hq, πh � Vh
¹
l h

p1� Vlq, θ�h � P0j, (4.2)

and Vh � Bep1, αq, so that fj can be expressed as a discrete mixture. This discrete

mixture structure implies the following simple hierarchical representation, which is

crucially used for efficient computation:

yij � Kjpθ�Ci
q, θ�h � P0j

prpCi � hq � πh, (4.3)
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where Ci is a cluster index for subject i. The great success of this model is largely

attributable to the divide and conquer structure in which one allocates subjects to

clusters probabilistically, and then can treat the observations within each cluster

as separate instantiations of a parametric model. In addition, there is a literature

showing appealing properties, such as minimax optimal adaptive rates of convergence

for DPMs of Gaussians (Shen and Ghosal, 2011; Tokdar, 2011a).

The standard approach to adapt expression (4.1) to accommodate mixed domain

data is to simply let fpBq � ³
Θ
KpB; θqdP pθq, for all B P BpYq, where Kp�; θq is

an appropriate joint probability measure over tY ,BpYqu obeying a parametric law.

Choosing such a joint law is straightforward in simple cases. For example, Hannah

et al. (2011) rely on a joint exponential family distribution formulated via a sequence

of generalized linear models. However, in general settings, explicitly characterizing

dependence within Kp�; θq is not at all straightforward and it becomes convenient to

rely on a product measure (Dunson and Bhattacharya, 2010):

KpB; θq �
¹
j

KpBj; θjq, B �
pâ
j�1

Bj, Bj P BpYjq. (4.4)

If we then choose P � DP pαP0q with P0 �
Âp

j�1 P0j, we obtain an identical hi-

erarchical specification to (4.3), but with the elements of yi � tyiju conditionally

independent given the cluster allocation index Ci.

This conditional independence assumption given a single latent class variable is

the nemesis of the joint DPM approach leading to practically poor performance in

many moderate to high-dimensional settings even when one is not faced with the

complication of multi-modal data analysis. For example, as motivated in (Dunson

and Xing, 2009; Dunson, 2010), the DP and related approaches imply that two sub-

jects i and i1 are either allocated to the same cluster (Ci � Ci1) globally for all

their parameters or are not clustered. The soft probabilistic clustering of the DP
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is appealing in leading to substantial dimensionality reduction, but a single global

cluster index conveys several substantial practical disadvantages. Firstly, to realisti-

cally characterize joint distributions across many variables, it may be necessarily to

introduce many clusters, degrading the performance in the absence of large sample

sizes. Secondly, as the DP and the intrinsic Bayes penalty for model complexity both

favor allocation to few clusters, one may over cluster and hence obscure important

differences across individuals, leading to misleading inferences and poor predictions.

Often, the posterior for tCiu may be largely driven by certain components of the

data, particularly when more data are available for those components, at the ex-

pense of poorly characterizing components for which less, or more variable, data are

available.

For these reasons, we seek to define general classes of nonparametric Bayes mod-

els, which introduce separate but dependent cluster indices for each type of data, so

that instead of a single Ci P t1, . . . ,8u, we have a multivariate Ci � pCi1, . . . , CipqT P
t1, . . . ,8up with

prpCi1 � h1, . . . , Cip � hpq � πh1���hp , hj � 1, . . . ,8, j � 1, . . . , p, (4.5)

where π � tπh1���hpu P Π8
p is an infinite p-way probability tensor characterizing the

joint probability mass function of the multivariate cluster indices. A related problem

was addressed by Petrone et al. (2009) who proposed a hybrid Dirichlet process

motivated by functional data applications. They focused on functional data models in

which individual surfaces were formulated as a locally-selected patchwork of a global

collection of surfaces. This corresponds to letting Cipsq P t1, . . . ,8u, with Cipsq the

cluster allocation at location s. Substantial challenges result in the implementation.

Alternatively, Dunson (2009) proposed a local partition process prior, which treats

the elements of Ci as either equal to a global cluster index or to independent local

cluster indices. Dunson (2010) developed a formulation that allows dependence in
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clustering to be driven by known covariates, such as a time index.

The fundamental limitation of these and other methods is that they do not al-

low learning of a flexible dependence structure in the cluster indices. For example,

subjects allocated to Ci1 � 1 for the first data type may be more likely to be allo-

cated to Ci4 � 3 for the fourth data type, but we may have no prior information or

covariates to include characterizing that relationship. Indeed, a fundamental goal of

the nonparametric Bayes joint modeling analysis is to infer unanticipated dependen-

cies in general types of data, while exploiting those dependencies for dimensionality

reduction in characterizing the joint distribution, performing inferences and con-

ducting predictions. With this in mind, we need a general purpose framework that

can accommodate a broad variety of mixed data types and hierarchical modeling

settings beyond simply product kernel models, while leading to straightforward pos-

terior computation using existing MCMC and other tools developed for Dirichlet

process-type models.

4.3 Probabilistic Tensor Factorizations for Dependent Clustering

4.3.1 Tensor Factorizations for Categorical Data

We begin by reviewing tensor factorizations for a finite p-way probability tensor. In

particular, suppose that Cij P t1, . . . , dju, with dj the number of possible levels of

the jth cluster index. Then, assuming that Ci are observed unordered categorical

variables, Dunson and Xing (2009) proposed a probabilistic Parafac factorization of

the tensor π:

π �
ķ

h�1

λhψ
p1q
h b � � � b ψ

ppq
h , (4.6)

where λ � tλhu follows a stick-breaking process, ψ
pjq
h � pψpjqh1 , . . . , ψ

pjq
hdj
qT is a proba-

bility vector specific to component h and outcome j, b denotes the outer product and
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one can potentially let k � 8. The acronym Parafac stands for parallel factorization,

analogous to the factor models for matrix valued data. This approach characterizes

the probability tensor π as a weighted sum of rank one tensors expressed as outer

products of probability vectors, with the weights decreasing rapidly towards zero to

favor shrinkage towards a low rank characterization. The characterization in (4.6)

is quite useful practically in modeling high dimensional categorical data and sparse

contingency tables in that it can be used to characterize any joint probability mass

function, while favoring a representation having few effective degrees of freedom and

leading to simple and efficient computation even as p increases.

An alternative to the Parafac tensor factorizations is the so-called Tucker or

higher-order SVD factorization that replaces (4.6) with

π �
ķ

h1�1

� � �
ķ

hp�1

λh1���hpψ
p1q
h1
b � � � b ψ

ppq
hj
, (4.7)

where tλh1���hpu P Πk
p is a p-way core tensor. Bhattacharya and Dunson (2012) re-

cently proposed a simplex factor model, which leads to a computationally convenient

Tucker factorization of the joint probability mass function for multivariate categorical

data. Although the simplex factor model has some advantages over (4.6) in terms of

parsimoniously characterizing dependence in high-dimensional categorical data, we

focus primarily on Parafac-type representations for simplicity in generalizing to the

case in which Ci is unobserved and can take infinitely-many different levels.

4.3.2 Infinite Tensor Factorizations

Our emphasis is on mixture models that incorporate multivariate, dependent cluster

indices Ci � pCi1, . . . , CipqT with the joint probability mass function expressed as

in (4.5) so that each Cij can take one of infinitely-many different levels. We can

be flexible in terms of exactly where these cluster indices appear within a hierarchi-
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cal Bayesian semi- or nonparametric model, but the key initial question is how to

choose a prior for the infinite probability tensor π that leads to a flexible dependence

structure in the cluster indices, favors a parsimonious structure utilizing relatively

few clusters (and hence having relatively few effective degrees of freedom), and leads

to efficient posterior computation utilizing tools developed in Dirichlet process-type

mixture models. In addition, we would certainly like to inherit the appealing large

support and asymptotic properties of Dirichlet mixtures even in extending the frame-

work to accommodate multivariate, dependent underlying clustering. Our primary

focus is not on clustering for its own sake but in using soft probabilistic cluster-

ing to induce flexible, parsimonious joint models with good practical performance.

However, that said, one does in the process infer a posterior distribution over a mul-

tivariate cluster index as well as the joint probability distribution for these indices,

and such quantities may be of interest in many settings.

Focusing an a Parafac factorization, which extends (4.6) to infinitely-many levels,

we let

πc1���cp � prpC1 � c1, . . . , Cp � cpq �
8̧

h�1

λh

p¹
j�1

ψ
pjq
hcj

λh � Vh
¹
l h

p1� Vlq, Vh � Bep1, αq

ψ
pjq
hr � U

pjq
hr

¹
s r

p1� U
pjq
hs q, U

pjq
hr � Bep1, βjq, (4.8)

A more compact notation for this factorization of the infinite probability tensor π is

π �
8̧

h�1

λh

pâ
j�1

ψ
pjq
h , λ � Stickpαq, ψpjqh � Stickpβjq, (4.9)

which takes the form of a stick-breaking mixture of outer products of stick-breaking

processes. This form is carefully chosen so that the elements of π are stochastically
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larger in those cells having the smallest indices, with rapid decreases towards zero

as one moves away from the upper right corner of the tensor. In this sense, we

obtain a type of array stick-breaking process, which has a very different form from

the matrix stick-breaking process of Dunson et al. (2008). As shorthand notation,

we use π � ITFpα, βq to denote the infinite tensor factorization prior in (4.9), with

β � pβ1, . . . , βpqT .

The hyperparameter α controls the overall dependence between ensemble com-

ponents. As α decreases towards zero, we obtain independent Dirichlet process

clustering for each data type, while as α increases there will be dependence in clus-

tering. As β decreases, we favor fewer clusters within each data type, with separate

βjs allowing certain data types to have more clusters than others. In practice, we

will place hyperpriors on these key hyperparameters for greater data adaptivity. The

prior ensures that the elements of π are close to zero except in the upper left corner,

suggesting that one can approximate π by πpkq, where πpkq sets U
pjq
hk � 1 so that

π
pkq
c1���cp � 0 if cj ¡ k for any j. This is formalized in Lemma 2 in §2.3. Hence,

even though we allow an infinite-dimensional tensor, it can typically be accurately

approximated by a low dimensional tensor, favoring parsimony in joint modeling.

4.3.3 Properties

Let Q denote a probability measure on Π8
p such that any realization π � Q can be

expressed as π � °8
h�1 λh

Âp
j�1 ψ

pjq
h , where λ � tλhu P S8 and ψ

pjq
h P S8, with Sk

the k-simplex. To define Q as a general class of tensor products of stick-breaking

processes, we further assume

λh � Vh
¹
l h

p1� Vlq, Vh � Bepah, αhq,

ψ
pjq
hr � U

pjq
hr

¹
s r

p1� U
pjq
hs q, U

pjq
hr � Bepbrj, βrjq, (4.10)
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The prior ITFpα, βq is special case of this formulation as are other stick breaking

constructions like the Pitman-Yor process (Pitman and Yor, 1997).

For any p-way tensor π P Π8
p to be a valid probability measure, we need its

components to sum to 1 almost surely. This will not hold for all priors Q in the

general class defined above, but will hold for a subclass satisfying the sufficient

conditions in Lemma 9.

Lemma 9. Assume that,

8̧

h�1

log

�
1� ah

αh



� 8 and

8̧

r�1

log

�
1� brj

βrj



� 8, for j � 1, . . . , p.

Then for any π � Q, (i) E
!°8

c1�1 � � �
°8
cp�1 πc1,...,cp

)
� 1 and (ii)

°8
c1�1 � � �

°8
cp�1 πc1,...,cp �

1 almost surely.

It is easy to verify that conditions of Lemma 9 hold for ITFpα, βq. Therefore, we

have the following corollary,

Corollary 10. Let π � ITFpα, βq. Then (i)E
!°8

c1�1 � � �
°8
cp�1 πc1,...,cp

)
� 1 and (ii)

°8
c1�1 � � �

°8
cp�1 πc1,...,cp � 1 almost surely.

Having ensured validity of the proposed prior we discuss its support properties.

We first show in Lemma 11 that any probability tensor can be approximated by a

finite Parafac factorization.

Lemma 11. Consider any π P Π8
p . Then, for any ε ¡ 0, there exists a π� P Π8

p such

that }π � π�}1   ε where π� � °k
h�1 λh

Âp
j�1 ψ

pjq�
h with λ � pλ1, . . . , λkqT P Sk�1,

ψ
pjq�
h P S8, and ψ

pjq�
hcj

� 0 for any cj ¡ dj, with dj   8 for j � 1, . . . , p.

With the aid of Lemma 11 we prove that the proposed ITF prior has support on

the whole of P .
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Lemma 12. Consider any π0 P Π8
p . Define the ε L1 neighborhood of π0 as Nεpπ0q �

tπ P Π8
p : }π0 � π}1   εu. Then for any ε ¡ 0 we have ITFtNεpπ0qu ¡ 0.

In the next lemma we summarize expectations of various clustering properties of

draws from the ITFpα, βq prior.

Lemma 13. Let π � ITFpα, βq and πm be respective marginals, that is, πmp1q �!°8
c2�1 � � �

°8
cp�1 πc1,...,cp

)
. Let pC1, . . . , Cpq be cluster indices, with prpC1 � c1, . . . , Cp �

cpq � πc1,...,cp and I any index set, I � t1, . . . , pu. Then for any i, j P t1, . . . , pu,

(i) EtprpCj � cjqu � Etπmpcjqu � β
cj�1

i

p1�βjq
cj .

(ii) EtprpC1 � c1, . . . , Cp � cpqu �
±p

j�1

β
cj�1

j

p1�βjq
cj .

(iii) EtprpCj’s are equal, for j P Iqu � 1
1�
°

jPI βj
.

(iv) limβjÑ0,@jPI tprpCj’s are equal, for j P Iqu � 1 almost surely. On the other

hand, limβjÑ8,for any jPI tprpCj’s are equal, for j P Iqu � 0 almost surely.

Therefore, by (ii) the prior is centered on independent clustering across compo-

nents. Also, property (iv) shows how the hyperparameters β control variability in

clustering, with probabilities of components being clustered together ranging from

zero to one in limiting cases. In practice, hyperpriors on β allows the data to inform

about the appropriate values.

4.4 Infinite Tensor Factorization Mixtures

Assume that for each individual i we have a data ensemble pyi1, . . . , yipq P Y where

Y � Âp
j�1 Yj. Let BpYq be the sigma algebra generated by the product sigma

algebra BpY1q � � � � � BpYpq. Consider any Borel set B � Âp
j�1Bj P BpYq. Given
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cluster indices pCi1 � ci1, . . . , Cip � cipq, we assume that the ensemble components

are independent with

fpyi1 P B1, . . . , yip P Bp |Ci1 � h1, . . . , Cip � hpq �
p¹
j�1

KjpBj; θj,hjq. (4.11)

Kjp�; θj,hq is an appropriate probability measure on tYj,BpYju as in equation (4.1).

Marginalizing out the cluster indices, we obtain

fpyi1 P B1, . . . , yip P Bpq �
8̧

h1�1

� � �
8̧

hp�1

πh1,...,hp

p¹
j�1

KjpBj; θj,hjq, (4.12)

where, πh1,...,hp � prpCi1 � h1, . . . , Cip � hpq. We let π � ITFpα, βq and we call the

resulting mixture model an infinite tensor factorization mixture, f � ITMpα, βq. To

complete the model specification, we let θj,hj � P0j independently as in (4.2).

The model yi � f , f � ITMpα, βq, can be equivalently expressed in hierarchical

form as

yij � Kjpθ�ijq, θ�i � P
8̧

h1�1

� � �
8̧

hp�1

πh1,...,hp

p¹
j�1

δθj,hj ,

π � ITFpα, βq, θj,hj � P0j, (4.13)

Here, P is a joint mixing measure across the different data types and is given a

infinite tensor process prior, P � ITPpα, β,Âp
j�1 P0jq. Marginalizing out the random

measure P , we obtain the same form as in (4.12). The proposed infinite tensor

process prior provide a much more flexible generalization of existing priors for discrete

random measures, such as the Dirichlet process (Shahbaba and Neal, 2009) or Pitman

Yor process (Pitman and Yor, 1997).

It is trivial to verify that any draw from the ITM is a valid probability measure

on BpYq, using the result for validity of draws from ITF in lemma 9.
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A crucial component of the proposed ITM model is the flexible borrowing of

information across the ensemble components through dependent clustering. A priori,

the ITM model is centered on independent ensemble components, however this no longer

holds true for the a posteriori expectation in general.

4.5 Posterior Inference

4.5.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling

Infinite tensor factorization mixtures admit simple and efficient exact MCMC posterior

inference, utilizing blocked and partially collapsed steps. We adapt ideas from Walker

(2007) and Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts (2008) to derive slice sampling steps with label

switching moves, avoiding truncation approximations. Begin by defining the augmented

joint likelihood for an observation yi, cluster labels ci � pci0, ci1, . . . , cipq and slice variables

ui � pui0, ui1, . . . , uipq as

ppyi, ci, ui | λ,Ψ,Θq � 1 pui0   λci0q

p¹
j�1

Kjpyij ; θpjqcij q1
�
uij   ψpjqci0cij

	
(4.14)

It is straightforward to verify that on marginalizing ui the model is unchanged, but

including ui induces full conditional distributions for the cluster indices with finite sup-

port. Let m0h �
°n
i�1 1 pci0 � hq and D0 � th : m0h ¡ 0u. Similarly define mjhk �°n

i�1 1 pci0 � hq1 pcij � kq and Dj � tk :
°8
h�1mjhk ¡ 0u, and let k�j � maxpDjq for

0 ¤ j ¤ p. Define U0 � tui0 : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu, C0 � tci0 : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu, U1 � tuij : 1 ¤ i ¤

n, 1 ¤ j ¤ pu and C1 � tcij : 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ j ¤ pu. The superscript p�iq denotes that the

quantity is computed excluding observation i.

1. Block update pU0, λ, αq

(a) Sample pα | C0q. Standard results (Antoniak 1974) give

ppα | C0q9ppαqα
c̃ Γpαq

Γpα� nq

for c̃ � |D0| which can be sampled via Metropolis-Hastings or using auxiliary
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variables when ppαq is a mixture of Gamma distributions (Escobar & West,

1995).

(b) Sample pλ | α, C0q by drawing Vh � Betap1�m0h, α�
°k�0
l�h�1m0lq for 1 ¤ h ¤

k�0 and setting λh � Vh
±
l hp1� Vlq

(c) Label switching moves:

i. From D0 choose two elements h1, h2 uniformly at random and change their

labels with probability minp1, pλh1{λh2q
m0h2

�m0h1 q

ii. Sample a label h uniformly from 1, 2, . . . , k�0 and propose to swap the labels

h, h � 1 and corresponding stick breaking weights Vh, Vh�1. Accept with

probability minp1, aq where

a �

�
k�0

k�0 � 1


1ph�k�0 q p1� Vhq
m0ph�1q

p1� Vh�1q
m0h

(d) Sample pui0|ci0, λq � Up0, λci0q independently for 1 ¤ i ¤ n

2. Update C0. From (4.14) the relevant probabilities are

Prpci0 � h|ui, ci,Ψ, λq91 pui0   λhq

p¹
j�1

1
�
uij   ψ

pjq
hcij

	

However, it is possible to obtain more efficient updates through partial collapsing,

which allows us to integrate over the lower level slice variables and Ψ instead of

conditioning on them. Then we have

Prpci0 � k | ui0, C1, Cp�iq0 , λq

91 pui0   λhq

p¹
j�1

�
1�m

p�iq
jkcij

	±
l cij

�
β
pjq
k �

°
s¡l�m

p�iq
jks

	
±
l¤cij

�
1� β

pjq
k �

°
s¥cij

�m
p�iq
jks

	 (4.15)

To determine the support of (4.15) we need to ensure that u�0 � mintui0 : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu

satisfies u�0 ¡ 1 �
°k�0
l�1 λl If

°k�0
l�1 λl   1 � u�0 then draw additional stick breaking

weights Vk�0�1, . . . , Vk�0�d independently from Betap1, αq until
°k�0�d
l�1 λl ¡ 1 � u�0 ,
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ensuring that
°8
l�k�0�d�1 1 pui0   λhq � 0 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Then the support

of (4.15) is contained within 1, 2, . . . , k�j � d and we can compute the normalizing

constant exactly.

3. Block update pU1,Ψ, βq:

(a) Update pβ
pjq
r | tcij : ci0 � ru, C0q for 1 ¤ j ¤ p, 1 ¤ r ¤ k�0 . If the concen-

tration parameter is shared across global clusters (that is, β
pjq
r � βpjq) then a

straightforward conditional independence argument gives

ppβpjq | tcij : ci0 � ru, C0q9ppβ
pjqq

¹
rPD0

�
βpjq
	c̃jr Γpβpjqq

Γpβpjq � nrq

where nr � |ti : ci0 � ru| and c̃jr � |th : mjrh ¡ 0u|. Note that terms with

nr � 1 (corresponding to top-level singleton components) do not contribute,

since βpjqΓpβpjqq � Γpβpjq � 1q. The updating scheme of Escobar & West (1995)

is simple to adapt here using |D0| independent auxiliary variables.

(b) For r P D0 update pψ
pjq
r | C0, C1, β

pjq
r q by drawing U

pjq
rh � Betap1 �mjrh, β

pjq
r �

°k�0
l�h�1mjlhq for 1 ¤ h ¤ k�j

(c) Label switching moves: For 1 ¤ j ¤ p,

i. From Dj choose two elements h1, h2 uniformly at random and change their

labels with probability minp1, aq where

a �
¹
h0PD0

�
ψ
pjq
h0h1

ψ
pjq
h0h2

�mjh0h2
�mjh0h1

ii. Sample a label h uniformly from 1, 2, . . . , k�j and propose to swap the labels

h, h� 1 and corresponding stick breaking weights. Accept with probabiliy

minp1, aq where

a �

�
k�j

k�j � 1

�1ph�k�j q ¹
h0PD0

�
1� U

pjq
rh

	mjrph�1q

�
1� U

pjq
rph�1q

	mjrh
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(d) Sample puij |ci,Ψq � Up0, ψ
pmq
ci0cij q independently for 1 ¤ j ¤ p, 1 ¤ i ¤ n.

4. Update Cj for 1 ¤ j ¤ p independently. We have

Prpcij � k | y,Θ, uij , ci0,Ψq9Kjpyij ; θpjqk q1
�
uij   ψ

pjq
ci0k

	

As in step 2 we determine the support of the full conditional distribution as follows:

Let u�j � mintuij : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu. For all r P D0, if
°k�j
h�1 ψ

pjq
rh   1 � u�j then extend

the stick breaking measure ψ
pjq
r by drawing dr new stick breaking weights from the

prior so that
°k�j �dr

h�1 ψ
pjq
rh ¡ 1 � u�j . Draw θ

pjq

k�j �1
, . . . , θ

pjq

k�j �d
� ppθpjqq independently

(where d � maxtdr : r P Dju). Then update cij from

Prpcij � k | y,Θ, uij , ci0,Ψq �
Kjpyij ; θpjqk q1

�
uij   ψ

pjq
ci0k

	
°k�j �d

h�1 Kjpyij ; θ
pjq
k q1

�
uij   ψ

pjq
ci0k

	

5. Update pΘ|�q by drawing from

ppθ
pjq
h | y, Cjq9ppθpmqh q

¹
ti:cij�hu

Kjpyij ; θpjqh q

for each 1 ¤ j ¤ p and 1 ¤ h ¤ k�j

Remark 1 : An alternative augmented likelihood using two slice variables instead of

p� 1 is

ppyi, ci, ui | λ,Ψ,Θq � 1

�
ui1  

p¹
j�1

ψpjqci0cij

�
1 pui0   λci0q

p¹
j�1

Kjpyij ; θpjqcij q (4.16)

While there is some reason to believe that MCMC in this lower-dimensional space may

have better convergence behavior, (4.16) is difficult to handle in two ways. First it would

require checking the condition 1 �
°k�1
h1�1 � � �

°k�p
hp�1

±p
j�1 ψ

pjq
ci0hj

  mintui1u. If this fails

it is not obvious how to efficiently compute the slice (that is, along which margin(s) the
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probability tensor should be extended). Second, the lower cluster indices pci1 . . . , cipq are

artificially coupled when conditioning on ui1, even when also conditioning on ci0.

Remark 2 : Marginalizing a variable out of some full conditionals and not others can

result in a set of incompatible conditional distributions, yielding a Markov chain that

is no longer ergodic. Van Dyk and Park (2008) give a general recipe for partially col-

lapsed Gibbs sampling, and demonstrate that like blocked and marginalized Gibbs sam-

plers, partially collapsed Gibbs samplers dominate naive Gibbs in terms of maximal au-

tocorrelation. To verify that step 2 maintains the correct stationary distribution first

observe that if we sampled instead from the blocked conditional ppΨ,U1, ci0|�q � ppΨ,U1, |

ci0,�qppci0|ui0, C1, Cp�iq0 , λq then it is trivial to confirm that the stationary distribution is

correct. This would require n redundant samples of pΨ,U1q. But since pΨ,U1q are updated

again in step 3 before they are conditioned upon we can safely skip their updates in step

2 without altering the stationary distribution of the chain. Note that step three must

immediately follow step two, unlike a vanilla Gibbs sampler which would be invariant to

permuting the steps.

Remark 3 : It is possible to more efficiently compute the slice in step 4 by replacing u�j

with u�rj � mintuij : ci0 � ru. We present the simpler method here for clarity.

4.5.2 Inference

Given samples from the MCMC scheme above we can estimate the predictive distribution

as

f̂pyn�1 | ynq �
1

T

Ţ

t�1

k�0̧

h0�1

k�1̧

h1�1

� � �

k�p̧

hp�1

λ
ptq
h0

p¹
j�1

ψ
ptq
h0hj
Kj
�
ypn�1qj ; θ

pjqptq
hj

	
(4.17)

Each of the inner sums in (4.17) is a truncation approximation, but it can be made

arbitrarily precise by extending the stick breaking measures with draws from the prior and

drawing corresponding atoms from ppθpjqq. In practice this usually isn’t necessary as any

error in the approximation is small relative to Monte Carlo error.

The other common inferential question of interest in the MDM settings is the de-

pendence between components, for example testing whether component j1 and j2 are
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independent of each other. As already noted, the dependance between the components

comes in through the dependance between the cluster allocations and therefore, tests for

independence between j1 and j2 is equivalent to testing for independence between their

latent cluster indicators Cj1 and Cj2. Such a test can be constructed in terms of the diver-

gence between the joint and marginal posterior distributions of Cj1 and Cj2. The Monte

Carlo estimate of the Kulback Leibler divergence between the joint and marginal posterior

distributions is given as,

Ipj1, j2q � 1
T

°T
t�1

°k�j1
hj1�1

°k�j2
hj2�1

!�°k�0
h0�1 λ

ptq
h0
ψ
ptq
h0hj1

ψ
ptq
h0hj2

	

log

�
� °k�0

h0�1 λ
ptq
h0
ψ
ptq
h0hj1

ψ
ptq
h0hj2�°k�0

h0�1 λ
ptq
h0
ψ
ptq
h0hj1

��°k�0
h0�1 λ

ptq
h0
ψ
ptq
h0hj1

�
�

,.
- (4.18)

Under independence, the divergence should be 0. Testing each such pairwise indepen-

dence allows us to represent graphically the dependance structure, where nodes represent

the components and conditional independence implies absence of the corresponding edge.

Analogous divergences can be considered for testing other general dependancies, like 3

-way, 4-way independences.

4.6 Experiments

Our approach can be used for two different objectives in the context of mixed domain

data - for prediction and for inference on the dependence structure between different data

types. We outline results of experiments with both simulated and real data that show the

performance of our approach with respect to both the objectives.

4.6.1 Simulated Data Examples

To the best of our knowledge, there is no standard model to jointly predict for mixed

domain data as well as evaluate the dependence structure, so as a competitor, we use a

joint DPM. To keep the evaluations fair, we use two scenarios. In the first the ground

truth is close to that of the joint DPM, in the sense that all the components of the mixed

data have the same cluster structure. The other simulated experiment considers the case

when the ground truth is close to the ITF, where different components of the mixed data
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ensemble have their own cluster structure but clustering is dependent. The goal here in

each of the scenarios is to compare joint DPM vs ITF in terms of recovery of dependence

structure and predictive accuracy.

For scenario 1, we consider a set of 1,000 individuals from whom an ensemble comprising

of T, a time series R, a multivariate real-valued response (P <4) and C1,C2,C3, 3 different

categorical variables have been collected, to emulate the type of data collected from patients

in cancer studies and other medical evaluations. For the purposes of scenario 1, we simulate

T, R, C1, C2, C3 each from a mixture of 3 clusters. For example, R is simulated from a

two-component mixture of multivariate normals with different means, R is simulated from

a mixture of two autoregressive kernels and each of the categorical variables from a mixture

of two multinomial distributions. If we label the clusters as 1 and 2, for each simulation,

either all of the ensemble (T,R,C1,C2,C3) comes from 1 or all of it comes from 2. After

simulation we randomly hold out R in 50 individuals, C1, C2 in 10 each, for the purposes

of measuring prediction accuracy. For the categorical variables prediction accuracy is

considered with a 0�1 loss function and is expressed as a percent missclassification rate. For

the multivariate real variable R, we consider squared error loss and accuracy is expressed

as relative predictive error. We also evaluate for some of the pairs their dependence via

estimated mutual information.

For scenario 2, the same set-up as in scenario 1 is used, except for the cluster structure

of the ensemble. Now simulations are done such that T falls into three clusters and this

is dependent on R and C1. C2 and C3 depend on each other and are simulated from two

clusters each but their clustering is independent of the other variables in the ensemble. We

measure prediction accuracy using a hold out set of the same size as in scenario 1 and also

evaluate the dependence structure from the ITF model.

In each case, we take 100,000 iterations of the MCMC scheme with the first few 1,000

discarded as a burn-in. These are reported in table 4.1 (left). We also summarize the

recovered dependence structure in table 4.1 and in table 4.2. In scenario 1, the prediction

accuracy of ITF and DPM are comparable, with DPM performing marginally better in

a couple of cases. Note that the recovered dependence structure with the ITF is exactly

accurate which shows that the ITF can reduce to joint co-clustering when that is the truth.

In scenario 2, however there is significant improvement in using the ITF over the DPM
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with predictive accuracy. In fact the predictions from the DPM for the categorical variable

are close to noise. The dependence structure recovered the ITF almost reflects the truth

as compared to that from the DPM which predicts every pair is dependent, by virtue of

its construction.

4.6.2 Real Data Examples

For generic real mixed domain data the dependence structure is wholly unknown. To

evaluate how well the ITF does in capturing pairwise dependencies, we first consider a

network example in which recovering dependencies is of principal interest and prediction

is not relevant. We consider data comprising of 105 political blogs (Adamic and Glance,

2005) where the edges in the graph are composed of the links between websites. Each blog

is labeled with its ideology, and we also have the source(s) which were used to determine

this label. Our model includes the network, ideology label, and binary indicators for 7

labeling sources (including “manually labeled”, which are thought to be the most subject

to errors in labelings). We assume that ideology impacts links through cluster assignment

only, which is a reasonable assumption here. We collect 100,000 MCMC iterations after a

short burn-in and save the iterate with the largest complete-data likelihood for exploratory

purposes.

Fig. 4.1 shows the network structure, with nodes colored by ideology. It is immedi-

ately clear that there is significant clustering, apparently driven largely by ideology, but

that ideology alone does not account for all the structure present in the graph. Joint DPM

approach would allow for only one type of clustering and prevent us from exploring this

additional structure. The recovered clustering in fig. 4.2 reveals a number of interesting

structural properties of the graph; for example, we see a tight cluster of conservative blogs

which have high in- and out- degrees but do not link to one another (green) and a parti-

tioning of the liberal blogs into a tightly connected component (purple) and a periphery

component with low degree (blue). The conservative blogs do not exhibit the same level of

assortative mixing (propensity to link within a cluster) as the liberal blogs do, especially

within the purple component.

To get a sense for how stable the clustering is, we estimate the posterior probability

that nodes i and j are assigned to the same cluster by recording the number of times this
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event occurs in the MCMC. We observe that the clusters are generally quite stable, with

two notable exceptions. First, there is significant posterior probability that points 90 and

92 are assigned to the red cluster rather than the blue cluster. This is significant because

these two points are the conservative blogs which are connected only to liberal blogs (see

fig. 4.1). While the graph topology strongly suggests that these belong to the blue cluster,

the labels are able to exert some influence as well. Note that we do not observe the same

phenomenon for points 7, 15, and 25, which are better connected. We also observe some

ambiguity between the purple and blue clusters. These are nodes 6, 14, 22, 33, 35 and

36, which appear at the intersection of the purple/blue clusters in the graph projection

because they are not quite as connected as the purple “core” but better connected than

most of the blue clusters.

Finally, we examine the posterior probability of being labeled ”conservative” (fig. 4.3).

Most data points are assigned very high or low probability. The five labeled points stand

out as having uncharacteristic labels for their link structure (see fig 4.1). Since the observed

label doesn’t agree with the graph topology, the probability is pulled away from 0/1 toward

a more conservative value. This effect is most pronounced in the three better-connected

liberal blogs (lower left) versus the weakly connected conservative blogs (upper right).

For the second example, we use data obtained from the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI)

database, which is available for public access at http://www.oai.ucsf.edu/. The question

of interest for this data is investigate relationships between physical activity and knee

disease symptoms. For this example we use a subset of the baseline clinical data, version

0.2.2. The data ensemble comprises of variables including biomarkers, knee joint symptoms,

medical history, nutrition, physical exam and subject characteristics. In our subset we take

an ensemble of size 120 for 4750 individuals. We hold out some of the biomarkers and

knee joint symptoms and consider prediction accuracy of the ITF versus the joint DPM

model. For the real variables, mixtures of normal kernels are considered, for the categorical,

mixtures of multinomials and for the time series, mixtures of fixed finite wavelet basis

expansion.

Results for this experiment are summarized in table 4.3 for 4 held-out variables. ITF

outperforms the DPM in 3 of these 4 cases and marginally worse prediction accuracy in

case of the other variable. It is also interesting to note that ITF helps to uncover useful
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relationships between medical history, physical activity and knee disease symptoms, which

has a potential application for clinical action and treatments for the subsequent patient

visits.

4.7 Discussion

We have developed a general model to accommodate complex ensembles of data, along

with a novel algorithm to sample from the posterior distributions arising from the model.

Theoretically, extension to any number of levels of stick breaking processes should be

possible, the utility and computational feasibility of such extensions is being studied. Also

under investigation is connections with random graph/network models and theoretical rates

of posterior convergence.

Table 4.1: Simulation Example, Scenario 1: Prediction error (top), tests of indepen-
dence (bottom)

ITF DPM
T 1.79 1.43
C2 31% 23 %
C3 37% 36 %

ITF DPM “Truth”
C1 vs T Yes Yes Yes
C2 vs T Yes Yes Yes
C3 vs T Yes Yes Yes
C2 vs R Yes Yes Yes

Table 4.2: Simulation Example, Scenario 2: Prediction error (top), tests of indepen-
dence (bottom)

ITF DPM
T 4.61 10.82
C2 27% 55 %
C3 34% 57 %

ITF DPM “Truth”
C1 vs T Yes Yes Yes
C2 vs T No Yes No
C3 vs T No Yes No
C2 vs R No Yes No
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Table 4.3: OAI Data example: Relative Predictive Accuracy. The variables are
respectively, left knee baseline pain, isometric strength left knee extension,left knee
paired X ray reading, left knee baseline radiographic OA.

ITF DPM
P01BL12SXL 31.21 100.92

V00LEXWHY1 7.94 7.56 %
V00XRCHML 23.01 31.84 %
P01LXRKOA 65.78 90.30 %
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Figure 4.1: Network Example: True Clustering

Figure 4.2: Network Example: Recovered Clustering
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Figure 4.3: Network Example: Pairwise cluster assignment
probability. Left bars correspond to clustering in Fig. 4.2, top
bars correspond to clustering on the ideology label.
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5

Applications in cancer studies: Studying genetic
basis of lymphomas

5.1 Introduction

Two lymphomas, believed to characterized by unknown genetic factors, are Diffuse Large

B Cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and Burkitt lymphoma. DLBCL is one of the most common

forms of lymphomas in adults, while Burkitt lymphoma, a related kind of lymphoma,

is less common, believed to be caused by the deregulation of the MYC gene. DLBCL

is curable in about half the number of patients who have it, but has frequent relapses.

Understanding some of the genetic factors associated with is important for development of

novel targeted treatment. Gene expression profiles have shown that there exist substantial

molecular differences between the two diseases, along with some other similarities (Dave

et al., 2006; Hummel et al., 2006). The genetic basis of either of these diseases though, is

largely unknown and has hitherto been unexplored. In this chapter, we describe statistical

methods applied for a study which sequences tissues from patients affected with DLBCL

and Burkitt’s lymphoma and try to discover some of the underlying genetic associations.

The sequencing involved in this study includes next generation sequencing of exomes from

Burkitt lymphoma tumors and DLBCL tumors, including one instance of a whole exome
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sequencing of a Burkitt lymphoma tumor. Other related data are collected and we try to

answer some of the following questions by novel statistical analysis: (i) Can we estimate

sample sizes necessary for identifying important mutations? (ii) Can we identify relations

between gene expressions, molecular level information and mutations of the tumor tissues

as well as mutations of normal tissues? (iii) What are genetic differences, if any between

the two kinds of lymphomas? (iii) Can we meaningfully cluster the mutations? Some

statistical challenges involved in these questions include jointly modeling different types

of data (gene expression - real valued, mutations - categorical variables, etc.), identifying

detection powers of common and rare variants as functions of sample sizes, performing

high dimensional regression. The tissues for the study were obtained from patients of the

Hematologic Malignancies Research Consortium (HMRC), anonymized and then shipped

to Duke University, in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the Institutional Review

Board at Duke University.

5.2 Description of the data

In case of the DLBCL, a total of 94 tumor tissues were sequenced via next generation

sequencing. Of the 94 tissues, 73 were were obtained from sequencing exomes from DL-

BCL primary tumors. The remaining 21 are obtained from sequencing DLBCL cell lines.

Amongst the 73 primary tumors, 34 matched normal tissues were also sequenced. By

matched normals we mean sequencing of non-tumor tissue, obtained from the bone marrow

of the patients suffering from lymphoma. These were collected by using Agilent reagents

on the Illumina sequencing platforms. The accuracy of sequencing was further enhanced

by verifying it against Sanger sequencing results. To further bolster detection of potential

variants associated with lymphoma, we consider sequencing data from 256 additional nor-

mal tissue from healthy patients in recently published studies (Ng et al., 2009; Yi et al.,

2010; Li et al., 2010) and additional data from dbSNP database (Sherry et al., 2001) and

the 1000 genome project (Siva, 2008). In all, 121, 589 variants were identified in the DL-

BCL samples, including 23214 somatic mutations throughout the DLBCL genome. This
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the largest of study of its kind in sequencing in an attempt to identify potential genetic

associations with DLBCL.

In case of the Burkitt’s lymphoma, a total of 59 tumor tissues were sequenced via

next generation sequencing. Of the 59 tissues, 51 were were obtained from sequencing

exomes from Burkitt primary tumors. The remaining 8 are obtained from sequencing

Burkitt lymphoma cell lines. Amongst the 59 primary tumors, 14 matched normal tissues

were also sequenced. In this case an additional 19 tissues were sequenced from patients

unaffected with Burkitt lymphoma. These sequencing data, as in the DLBCL data, were

collected by using Agilent reagents on the Illumina sequencing platforms. The accuracy

of sequencing was further enhanced by verifying it against Sanger sequencing results. In

the sequencing study, nearly all known mutations characterizing Burkitt lymphoma were

identified, including mutation of MYC gene. As in the DLBCL case, we use additional

data from Ng et al. (2009); Yi et al. (2010); Li et al. (2010); Sherry et al. (2001); Siva

(2008) to augment the pool of variants from healthy patients.

Some justification of the sample sizes are considered in the following section on statisti-

cal methods, showing that the number of mutations are sufficient to capture any common

variant, but that new rare variants will be discovered irrespective of the sample size, because

of the inherent stochastic nature or endogenous processes and evolving genetic diversity.

5.3 Methods and results

5.3.1 Variant detection as a function of sample size

We want to estimate the number of new variants that will be observed for each additional

sample. Suppose for the existing data with n samples (with n � 94, 59 for DLBCL and

Burkitt’s lymphoma) respectively, we have a combined pool of V variants. At any smaller

sample size r, a simple estimate of the number of variants that would have been observed,

is by considering the number of variants for each possible choice of r variants and then

averaging these values over all the

�
n

r



possible choices. The difficulty is that with n � 94
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say, for many r,

�
n

r



will be too large to enumerate all the samples. As an example, we can

compute

�
94

24



� Op1021q, which is too large to be practically dealt with. An alternative

is to consider sampling from these

�
n

r



possible choices and obtain a bootstrap style point

estimate. To better calibrate variability, we instead choose a Bayesian approach, placing a

Poisson process prior on vprq, the number of mutations observed at sample size r, such that

prior has enforces stochastic ordering, ie, vprq   vpr � 1q with 0 probability. We estimate

the vprq and compute the differential increment at each sample size dprq � vprq� vpr� 1q,

for, r � 2, 3, . . . , 94. We then use a non-parametric functional model for tdprq, ru, for

predicting the additional number of mutations that would be discovered with each new

sample. The model has excellent accuracy for RMSE using several hold out samples. The

estimated dprq and the posterior credible intervals are presented in figure 5.1, while the

total number of unique variants at each sample size, vprq is presented in figure 5.2. Overall

it was discovered that a sample size of about 25 is enough to capture about 99% of variants,

in both DLBCL and Burkitt’s lyphoma. However if we exclude known common variants

from the data and estimate the rates of discovery using the same procedure, the story

changes completely. The rate of discovery of rare variants is found to be roughly linear

with the sample size, even when increasing sample sizes upto 250, by considering sequencing

data from the healthy patients in other studies. Most variants associated with cancer will

be rare and therefore some will remain undiscovered, irrespective of the size of the study.

5.3.2 Association of variants with lymphoma, a new dependence measure

The discovery of new variants which are possibly associated with lymphoma is extremely

difficult because of the rarity of the variants, as explained by the sample size calculations

previously. A way of circumventing this issue is possibly to cluster the variants according

to some parameters and then jointly look at each cluster’s relationship with lymphoma

status. In this way, if clusters contain known oncogenes (mutations of which are believed
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to cause cancer), they maybe more likely to be associated with lymphoma and should be

flagged accordingly, pointing towards a Bayesian statistical analysis of the problem, with

the presence of prior information. It then becomes important to decide which parameters to

choose, to cluster the genes and which method of clustering to use. The genetic parameters

of interest in this case are gene size (ordinal scalars), background non synonymous mutation

rates in normal samples (real scalars), somatically acquired variants (ordinal scalars), the

rate of these events in carriers (ordinal vectors), among others. Each of these parameters, of

different types, have their own marginal distribution. It is therefore a tailor-made situation

for application of our joint modeling techniques from chapter 4 - we use the infinite tensor

factorization priors in the analysis and the slice sampling algorithm as described.

One issue of concern is calibrating dependence between these variables. The mutual

dependence estimator as given in equation (4.18) is not well behaved, particularly due to

it being unbounded. We use a new measure, which is scaled version of mutual information,

bivariate special case of which was described by Lu (2011). Let Xi P Xi, i � 1, 2, . . . , p

be p random variables and let HpXiq, IpXiq represent the entropy and marginal mutual

information of Xi. Then a scaled version of mutual information can be be given as,

IspX1, X2, . . . , Xpq �

d�
1� exp

�
�2IpX1, X2, . . . , Xpq

1� IpX1, X2, . . . , Xpq{maxtHpX1q, HpX2q, . . . ,HpXpqu


�

As in equation (4.18), this may be estimated in terms of the stick breaking weights and

the cluster indices of the infinite tensor factor mixture model. In addition, Is has the

following nice properties, (i) is always between r0, 1s, (ii) is 1 only when there exists a

pair Xi, Xj which such that one is a function of the other; (iii) is 0 only when all the Xi’s

are independent. It also reduces to the usual correlation coefficient in case of multivariate

normal random variables. With this measure we characterize two genes to be in the same

cluster if the dependence between their parameters, as estimated by Is is outside the 95%

posterior credible region. We use these clusters to come up with driver mutations possibly

associated with lymphoma.
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From the analysis, we identify 322 genes whose mutations have strong evidence in favor

of their association with DLBCL and 70 genes whose mutations have strong evidence of

being associated with Burkitt’s lymphoma. Amongst the 322 genes discovered for DLBCL,

are 12 known oncogenes, including ARIDIA, SETD2, CARD11, PIK3R1, PIK3CD. Of

these only CARD11 was annotated earlier as possibly being associated with DLBCL. Fur-

ther investigations were carried on with PIK3CD, whose alterations were experimentally

validated as having relationship with DLBCL. Similarly for Burkitt’s lymphoma certain

known oncogenes, which were previously not known to have a relationship with Burkitt’s

lymphoma, were flagged by this analysis. ID3, flagged by our analysis, was experimen-

tally validated presenting strong evidence that its mutations are associated with Burkitt’s

lymphoma.

Another issue addressed is the prediction of missing copy number variation based on

known copy number variation of related genes. We use a nonparametric Gaussian process

regression, but the sample size being very large here, we use the approximation techniques

from chapter 2&3, successful predicting missing copy numbers and having high accuracy

in hold-out samples.

5.3.3 Predicting overlaps with other studies

Three other studies were regarding DLBCL, on a much lower scale, were also conducted by

other research groups which were published very recently (Lohr et al., 2012; Pasqualucci

et al., 2011; Morin et al., 2011), flagging variants with potential association with DLBCL.

It is of interest to consider the intersections of the genes reported by these variants with

our own and whether these the numbers in these intersections are to expected or are too

large or too low. We consider the model,

yig � Binomialpni, pigq, for i � 1, 2, 3, 4,

where yig is number of patients with mutation g in study i, ni is the number of patients in

study i, pig is the probability of mutation g in study i. Then, we would choose a hierarchical

model for the pig’s, as,
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pig � Pg,

with Pg the distribution of the mutation rate across studies (reflecting the differences in

mutation rate across the different populations/ethnic groups represented in the different

studies). Now the problem is that we have only 4 realizations from Pg for each gene, the

mutations are so rare that most studies have no individuals with the variant and hence it

is very difficult to learn the parameters in Pg from the data. We then use the following

prior specification to overcome this,

pig � βpp0gng, p1� p0gqngq,

where p0g = prior expectation for the rate of mutation in gene g, we fix this in advance

at their expected value. Then, the ng, prior sample size, controls the variability among

studies. We use an empirical Bayes approach to learn about ng.

In table 5.1 we present the actual and predicted overlaps between the studies. The

actual numbers are not entirely unexpected, close to the ones predicted by our hierarchical

model under fairly flexible assumptions.

Table 5.1: Table of actual and predicted two way overlaps between the recent studies
of the DLBCL genome. In the row headers, 1, 2, 3, 4 represent out study, and the
studies Lohr et al. (2012); Pasqualucci et al. (2011); Morin et al. (2011) respectively.
The predicted values are calculated from the model described in the text.

Predicted Actual
1 & 2 15 18
1 & 3 11 17
1 & 4 63 31
2 & 3 21 13
2 & 4 23 21
3 & 4 22 19
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Figure 5.1: Sample size calculations: The figure represents estimate of the new
number of variants dprq discovered for each sample size r along with its 95% credible
interval, where blue gives the posterior median, black and red are the upper and
lower credible limits respectively. The x-axis represents sample size, and has been
truncated to a maximum 34, because the three lines essentially merge beyond this
size. The y-axis represents additional number of variants being discovered, numbers
to be read as �102.
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Figure 5.2: Sample size calculations: The figure represents estimate of the total
number of unique variants vprq discovered for each sample size r.
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6

Final remarks, current and future directions

6.1 Thesis summary

To summarize, we have dealt with two problems in this thesis. For the first problem,

we have used random projections to come up with approximation methods for Bayesian

nonparametric regression. This has several advantages, we are spared the need to learn a

lower dimension and hence the extra computational and modeling effort for it. As shown

with theory and examples in chapter 3, random projection can be done in several flavors.

Instead of using vanilla random projection matrices, whose matrices are iid entries, we

used more structured random matrices, which give us better computational speed and

numerical stability. An important aspect is the parallelization of approximate matrix

decomposition, with the recent focus of grid computing architecture, our blocked algorithm

for large positive definite matrices can be used whenever an application needs inversion

or pseudo-inversion of an almost rank deficient positive matrix. The other problem, we

have dealt with in this thesis, is joint modeling of complex ensembles of objects. Once

again, we have proposed a model which captures complex dependencies while retaining the

flexibility in clustering for individual ensemble entities. In addition to this, we developed

a novel sampling algorithm for simulating samples from the posterior, which circumvents
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the need to need to finitely truncate a Dirichlet process, as is done in standard Dirichlet

process mixture models. This saves us the trouble of having to keep track of many more

weight parameters, which can get increasingly troublesome as the dimension of ensemble

increases. The methods developed here to tackle each of the problems, large dimensional

nonparametric Bayesian regression and joint modeling, are quite general and can be used

off the box, without much modification or tuning for general scenarios. The cancer study

is an interesting practical application of the methods presented, along with some other

innovations, required by the idiosyncrasies of the problem. We now present some avenues

for new research and development in each of the two contexts.

6.2 Further research for large nonparametric regression

6.2.1 A unifying framework for large n and large p regression

One of our current projects is to attempt to provide a framework which unifies regression

via random projections for large n and compressed regression for large p. Consider the

usual framework of learning about the response yi P Y, i � 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the

sample size from a set of p predictors, xji P Xj , i � 1, 2, . . . , n and j � 1, 2, . . . , p. We

assume that there exists an unknown function f : X1 � X2 � . . . � Xp Ñ Y, which we

are trying to estimate. We are primarily interested in flexible prediction of unobserved

response values given the predictors, via estimation of the unknown function. Consider

the special case when there exists a sequence of functions, akin to a basis expansion,

tψkp�qu : X1 � X2 � . . . � Xp Ñ Y, such that fp�q can be expressed as a unique linear

combination of these functions fpx1, x2 . . . , xpq �
°
k ψkβk or in other words, fp�q has a

unique representation in the span of tψku
K
k�1. We let K P NY t8u.

Most regression methods, ordinary least squares, functional and nonparametric, fall

under this framework. Examples are simple linear regression, when we would take K � p

and ψkpx1, x2, . . . , cpq � xk, k P t1, 2, . . . ,Ku. In case of Gaussian process regression,

we can consider the Karhunen-Loéve expansion, when ψkp�q is the product of the kth

eigenfunction and eigenvalue, of the the covariance function of fp�q. Note that, we do not
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require explicit specification of the form of ψkp�q, we just require the expansion for fp�q in

its terms to be unique. The standard Bayesian approach is to go via prior specifications for

βk’s. Once again, in case or ordinary linear regression, we specify priors for the regression

coefficients. In case of Gaussian process regression, we specify that βk’s are iid Gaussian,

which automatically leads to a Gaussian process specification for f . Inference procedures

may or may not require the learning of coefficients βk. In a Gaussian process, inference

typically proceeds through learning the covariance function parameters, which are inherent

in ψkp�q and not βk’s.

We have already explored different flavors of random projection methods for large n

in chapters 2&3 in detail, in the Gaussian process setting. In large p settings, in case of

ordinary linear regression, Zhou et al. (2007, 2009); Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2013) use

random projections. Let Φ be a random projection matrix, as motivated in chapters 2&3.

In case of Zhou et al. (2007) and Zhou et al. (2009), compressed regression is motivated for

privacy preservation and they explore compressed regression via compression of the entire

data space, by considering Φy � ΦXβ� ε, instead of y � Xβ� ε. Guhaniyogi and Dunson

(2013) consider compressed regression as competitors of penalized methods for variable

selection, via compression of the predictor space, by replacing the n� p predictor X with

XΦ in y � Xβ�ε, where Φ is an p�r with r    p. Both these approaches, compression of

the entire data space and compression only of the predictor, show remarkable performance

in real and simulated data settings.

We now attempt to describe a framework that encompasses the random projection

approach for large n and large p under a single umbrella, having as its special cases com-

pressed regression as in Zhou et al. (2009); Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2013) and projection

approximation for Gaussian processes. For initial purposes, assume that K is finite. Let

Φ be a K � r matrix with r    K and let Ψ be a n �K matrix, with Ψpi, jq � ψjpxiq.

Instead of Ψ, if we now consider ΨΦ, we get a random subspace projection. Alternatively,

consider the functions defined as φjpxq �
°K
i�1 Φpi, jqψipxq and consider finding the regres-

sion set-up where we are trying to estimate the unknown function in the span of tφjp�qu
r
j�1.
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We may write this model equation as,

yi �
ŗ

j�1

θjφjpxiq � ε,

where θj ’s are the new regression coefficient in the random subspace. It is trivial

to see that this setup encompasses the approach of Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2013) as a

special case, which is for large p. To see that this also encompasses the Gaussian process

approximations described in chapters 2&3 for large n, let K � n and consider the Galerkin

integral approximation as described in property (4) of §2.3.3 and §3.5.1. The covariance of

Epf |Φfq as in chapter 2 corresponds to a finite truncation of the Karhunen Loéve expansion

of the Gaussian process fp�q and then find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of its covariance

function by using the Galerkin method with the matrix Φ. The approximate process

corresponds to a stochastic process with eigenvalues and eigenvectors of its covariance as

given by the Galerkin approximation. Letting our Φ be identical to the random matrix Φ of

chapter 2, the Galerkin method corresponds to approximating eigenvalues and eigenvectors

with the set ttφjpxiqu
n
i�1u

r
j�1. It is easy to see from this discussion that predictive processes

and the knot based approaches also come under this framework, when Φ is a random

permutation matrix. Both theoretical implications and general practical applications of

this framework is under investigation.

Some flavors of current results are:

• If prior has large support on reduced space, then the implied prior has large support

on the original space.

• Difference in posterior predictive expectation is at most Op logpr{δqn q with probability

1� δ

• Difference in posterior predictive density in terms of a class of f � divergences is at

most, Oplogpr2δq{n}β}2maxiEp}ψpxq}
2qq with probability 1� δ etc..

We discuss more details in forthcoming submission.
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6.2.2 1-bit compressive sensing

Another interesting direction in the context of compressed regression, via very recent devel-

opments called sign compression or 1-bit compressive sensing (Laska et al., 2011; Jacques

et al., 2011). Consider the scenario when the response, y or the predictors x are binary.

Using Φy or Φx, where the entries of Φ are real numbers (as when using a standard ran-

dom projection or a structured random matrix) may not be the best idea. In the recent

developments of 1-bit compressive sensing, one tries to make a signal recovery by using just

sgnpΦxq, where x is the signal, Φ is a projection or measurement matrix and sgnp�q is the

sign function, mapping to the binary set t1,�1u, as in Laska et al. (2011). Yan et al. (2012)

uses similar ideas for outlier detection and classification problems. We are investigating

use of 1-bit compressive in the context high dimensional Bayesian logistic regression.

6.3 Further research for Bayesian joint modeling

In the context of joint modeling we are currently considering estimators of scaled diver-

gences. Póczos and Schneider (2012) consider nonparametric estimation of conditional

information and divergences. In our experience, conditional information can be misleading

when not scaled appropriately, so we are investigating scaled estimators for Is as presented

in chapter 5 on the lines of Póczos and Schneider (2012). The other way, which is more

appealing from a Bayesian context, is to place priors on the mutual information or its

scaled versions directly, instead of approaching its estimation via a joint model. We are

exploring appropriate prior distributions that can be used in this context.

Another interesting direction we are pursuing in this regard, related to our methods

for high dimensional nonparametric regression, is estimation of tensor factorizations via

random projections. Instead of considering a random projection matrix pφpi, jqqq, we may

as well consider a random projection tensor φpi, j, kq. Some similar ideas in the context

of non-negative tensor factorization and sparse tensor factorization have been pursued by

Lim and Comon (2010).
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As a final remark, with increasingly complex data collection being the order of the day,

it is an exciting time to be a statistician. I end here with my favorite quote,

“A day full of possibilities! It’s a magical world, Hobbes, ol’ buddy . . . let’s go exploring!”

- in Calvin & Hobbes by Bill Watterson.
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Appendix A

Example of inversion with the Woodbury matrix
identity

Either of the algorithms, 1 or 2, in this chapter 2 yield QRPf,f � UD2UT , with UTU � I.

We would be interested in calculating Σ�1
1 � pQRPf,f � σ2Iq�1, in the marginalized form for

inference or prediction. Using the Woodbury matrix identity (Harville, 2008) we have,

Σ�1
1 � σ�2I � σ�2UpD�2 � σ�2UTUq�1UTσ�2

� σ�2I � σ�4UpD�2 � σ�2Iq�1UT

In the above D�2�σ�2I is a diagonal matrix whose inverse can be obtained by just taking

reciprocals of the diagonals. Thus direct matrix inversion is entirely avoided with the

decomposition available from the algorithms.

In a similar vein we can utilize the QR decomposition and the small R�1, which is

itself evaluated through backward subsitution and not direct inversion, in chapter 3, for

computing a the matrix inverse for prediction in case of a GP, using the similar formulation

as above with the Woodbury identity.
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